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LETTER FROM

THE EDITOR
Public investment is complicated.
The spaces, structures, utilities, programming, and financial systems that public money builds
and maintains have been used to both empower and weaken communities. Publicly-funded
highways decimated low-income neighborhoods during urban renewal; public investment in
social services have successfully mitigated some of the worst effects of poverty in communities that have received public funds. Public investment in struggling urban centers has
resulted in economic upturns for some areas; it has also prompted massive displacement and
cultural erasure for some of the people who lived in those communities.
Very recently, our physical public spaces have become grounds for ideological battles.
Millions of protesters marched - and continue to march - across roads, highways, parks, and
public transportation after the 2016 presidential election. These explosions are the latest in
a lineage of protest about how city, state, and federal governments spend public money: the
last decade has seen massive civic responses to military spending, taxation, education reform,
and brutality exacted against communities of color by publically-funded police.
It’s obvious that decisions made today about how to spend public money will affect our built
and social environments - and the well being of our communities - for decades to come;
and that the goal of public investment shifts depending upon the politics and prejudices
of decision-makers. But at Hunter, we believe that public investment is for the public good
-- for constructing physical spaces that encourage different people to gather together, for
building systems that benefit folks at every economic and social station, and for a more just
and equitable future. How to do that is more complicated.
To that end, we’ve gathered in this issue a variety of perspectives on public investment: Serin
Choi examines how the economic development strategy used in downtown Baltimore may
have exacerbated racial inequality in the city; Eliza Hatterly takes on myths about community
reinvestment, real estate, and the cause of the 2008 financial crisis; Harrison Lewis looks
back on the well-intended but short-sighted slum-clearance campaigns of the Progressive
Era; Hayley Small details the history of questionable choices that led to the current state
of the infamous Gowanus Canal; Julia Fiore and Vincent Decesare propose revitalizing
two underutilized public spaces in Queens; Katie Brennan interrogates the hypothesis that
mixed-income redevelopment of public housing sites can empower low-income neighborhoods; and Calvin Brown goes head-to-head with Jane Jacobs’ belief in the
power of the free market to preserve affordable housing and community
character.
We hope that these perspectives will help readers aim a critical lens
at public investment choices, and to ask questions about who
benefits - and who loses - when public investment determines
our social and built environments.

MAGGIE CALMES
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Members and Friends of the Urban Policy
and Planning Community mourn the loss of
Professor Peter Kwong, who passed away on
Friday, March 17th.
Professor Kwong had been a member of
the Hunter faculty since 1993, where he was a
Distinguished Professor in the Urban Policy and
Planning Department and a Professor of AsianAmerican studies. He was also a member of
the doctoral faculty in Sociology at the CUNY
Graduate Center. In our department, he regularly
taught a workshop for incoming students in
the graduate program in Urban Policy and
Leadership, and courses on immigration and the
gentrification of Chinatown. Over his career, he
taught as a Visiting Professor at Fudan University
in Shanghai, the City University of Hong Kong,
and the People’s University of China, as well as
Princeton, Oberlin, Yale, Columbia, Berkeley,
and UCLA.
Peter Kwong was born in Chungking China
in 1941. He came to this country to attend
Whitman College in Walla Walla, Washington,
where he received a B.A. in math and physics. He
subsequently earned a B.S. in Civil Engineering
at Columbia University before enrolling at
Columbia to get a certificate in East Asian
Studies and a Ph.D. in political science.
Kwong had a passionate commitment to
issues of social justice and a long record of
activism concerning conditions in the AsianAmerican community. His career spanned
the fields of scholarship, journalism and filmmaking, all directed to improve the lives of
people who were marginalized by discrimination
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or social deprivation. A recent article in New
York Magazine referred to him as the “Dean of
Chinatown Studies.”
Kwong was the author of five books and
hundreds of articles. Among them were Chinese
America: The Untold Story of America’s Oldest
New Community, which he co-authored with his
wife, Dusanka Miscevic, a historian and frequent
collaborator; Forbidden Workers: Illegal Chinese
Immigrants and American Labor; and The New
Chinatown. Kwong challenged the notion that
Asians are a model minority, revealing in his
research widespread class divisions, poverty,
exploitation, drug abuse, and organized crime
-- all of which were exacerbated by decades of
discrimination by a majority white society. At
the time of his death, Kwong and his wife were
completing a history of Chinese immigration in
the western United States, and he was beginning
to work on an autobiography.
Kwong’s journalism appeared in such outlets
as The Nation, Village Voice, International
Herald Tribune, and Philadelphia Inquirer. He
was frequently interviewed by the New York
Times and other major news outlets. His essay
on multi-cultural race riots in Los Angeles,
published in the Village Voice in 1992, merited
the Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize, the George
Polk Award, and was nominated for the Pulitzer
Prize. His 1990 article in the Village Voice on
Chinese drug cartels, co-authored with Dusanka
Miscevic, was also nominated for a Pulitzer.
As with his scholarship and journalism,
Kwong’s filmmaking always delivered a strong
social message. His 1980 PBS film, Third Avenue:

Only the Strong Survive, documented steep class
divisions along Manhattan’s East Side, and won
him an Emmy Award. His HBO documentary,
China Unnatural Disaster: The Tears of Sichuam
Province, co-produced with Jon Alpert, was
nominated for an Academy Award in 2010. The
heart-wrenching film highlighted corruption,
incompetence and neglect by the Chinese
government that became apparent as a result of
the catastrophic earthquake of 2008 in Sichuan
Provence that killed 70,000 people, including
10,000 children. The Chinese police detained
Kwong and Alpert during the course of the
filming.
Peter Kwong enjoyed an international
reputation as an activist, scholar, journalist, and
film-maker. He was a personal friend of the Dalai
Lama, who, because of Kwong’s good graces,
has visited Hunter College on two occasions.
Kwong and his wife “Douska” reciprocated in
2011 by accepting an invitation from the spiritual
leader to visit his residence in India.
Our community will dearly miss Peter
Kwong’s irreplaceable presence. A memorial
service celebrating his extraordinary life and
achievements will be held at Hunter College’s
Kaye Playhouse on Thursday, May 18th from
6:00PM to 8:00 PM.

Joseph P. Viteritti
Thomas Hunter Professor of
Public Policy
Chair, Urban Policy and Planning
Department

Stills from Peter Kwong’s documentaries “Third Avenue: Only The Strong Survive” and “China’s Unnatural Disaster: Tears of Sichuan Province.”

IN MEMORIAM
PETER KWONG
I want to first admit that I did not know
Peter Kwong for very long. I started my Master’s
in Urban Planning at Hunter in the fall of 2016,
and I took Peter’s Politics of Gentrification class,
focusing on Chinatown, in my first semester.
Even in that short time however, knowing Peter
and learning from him had a profound effect
on me. That is one of many testaments to how
great, how brilliant Peter Kwong was.
Peter’s class was one that I looked forward
to every week, one that made me feel in my first
semester at Hunter that yes, I had made the right
decision in choosing this program. Unlike many
academics, who speak as if they are far, far away
from their subject matter, Peter was refreshingly
real. He spoke about topics that he knew, and
knew intimately, and he did not - as he would
say - talk bullshit. This sincerity came through
in his teaching style. He took our entire class on
a tour of Manhattan’s Chinatown on a Sunday
morning early in the semester, because he
wanted us to understand experientially - and not
just theoretically - the topic we were studying.
Along the trip, he asked us to observe the elderly
folks gathered in Columbus Park, the herbal
shops and cosmetic shops that Asian people
from all over the NY metro area were coming to
visit, the bustle of the grocery stores and small
businesses, the incongruous art galleries and
newly built hotels. He wanted us not to think as
much as feel - to feel the pulse of a community
and therefore understand the significance, the
pain of its gentrification.
This was not an easy task. It is not easy
to make a group of people who know very
little about a place care about its erasure. And
yet this was Peter’s goal in teaching. He wanted

us to understand Chinatown as much more
than a place where people live; he wanted us
to think beyond the term “ethnic enclave”
and the patronizing connotation that usually
accompanies it. In Peter’s class, we learned that
Chinatown represents a vast economic and
social network that extends up and down the
east coast, a complex and dynamic system of
small, labor-intensive businesses that provide
thousands of jobs to new immigrants. We also
learned that Chinatown’s gentrification is not
inevitable; the politics of gentrification show
that the rising rents and dramatic neighborhood
changes underway all over New York City are not
part of some natural and unavoidable economic
process, but are the product of a particular
political and policy environment - zoning
laws, tax abatements, real estate lobbies, tenant
protection laws or lack thereof. By deepening
our understanding of Chinatown, we learned
how to see its gentrification not as an abstract,
immutable concept but rather a process that is
subjective, evolving, felt, and most importantly
- preventable.
We also learned from Peter that Chinatown
reflects a part of American history - a history
of racism, exclusion, immigration quotas, and
exploited labor - that the dominant Anglo-centric
narratives of history and, particularly, the current
administration, would rather forget. In the days
after Peter’s death, searching for his voice as a
way of coping with the immense feeling of loss,
I came across a recording of Peter speaking on
a panel at an event called Chinatown is Not for
Sale, hosted by the Chinatown Art Brigade. In the
midst of Q&A with the audience, Peter suddenly
interrupts another speaker. “I have to stop

this conversation,” he interjects emphatically.
“People are constantly thinking that Chinese
are new immigrants, which is not true. Chinese
came here in the middle of the 19th century, one
of the earliest immigrant groups in the United
States...so don’t make us to think somehow we
are latecomers! The reason we are latecomers is
because of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882...
people think, ‘Oh, you guys are new immigrants.’
Forget it! We are one of the earliest ones.”
Peter’s words - and more than his words,
the emotion behind them - struck me, and stayed
with me for days. The urgency in his voice was a
painful and poignant testament to why we need
Peter and his work, his knowledge now more
than ever - to remind those who wish to make
America “great” again that this country is not,
and has never been, a country of “native-born”
white Anglo-Saxon Christians; to remind our
current President that to be a person of color
in America is not synonymous with non-citizen,
with new arrival, with criminal. This is the
message from Peter that we, as urban planning
students, must take with us into the world; that
the right to citizenship is just as critical as - in fact
is an inextricable part of - the right to the city.
Peter, I feel - the world feels - your absence
tremendously. May we take up your work and
carry it forward, may we use your life, your
integrity as an example to guide our actions. May
we remember that, as you said once in class, “If
you really want to make change, it will never be a
smooth, easy road.”
Rest in power, Peter.

Eliza Hetterly
Hunter MUP Candidate
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RACISM
RIOTS &
BALTIMORE

AN ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
BY SERIN CHOI

concentration of violent incidents, as evidenced by Figure 2. While the
unrest started at Mondawmin Mall on April 25, 2015 after youth and rioters
called for a “purge” (referencing the movie The Purge where crime is legal
for one day) on social media, rioters ultimately organized to march and
vandalize the Inner Harbor. Rioters, many of them young, black, and poor,
destroyed a local CVS in the Inner Harbor as an act of protest against
wealth inequality, prompting the mayor of Baltimore to call the protesters
“thugs”.4,5

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

Figure 2: Map of incidents (such as looting, arson, violence)
during the Freddie Gray riots. All incidents were reported by
officials or independently verified by Baltimore Sun reporters.

Like so many American cities, Baltimore has suffered from the decline Figure 1: Maps of poverty and residents who are black in Baltimore,
2010.
of the manufacturing industry. Until the 1950s, Baltimore’s port and
waterfront area were vital to the city’s economic development, municipal
expansion, and industrialization. However, when America’s manufacturing
industry declined in the 1940s, Baltimore’s waterfront, commonly known as
the Inner Harbor, was abandoned. The erosion of the waterfront served as
a stark indicator of the city’s health after deindustrialization and white flight
emptied the urban center.
Economic development efforts began in the 1950s with the construction
of the Charles Center, Maryland Science Center, M&T Bank Stadium,
and several office and residential developments.1 In 2009, the Urban
Land Institute awarded the Inner Harbor the prestigious Heritage Award,
declaring it a model for post-industrial waterfront development.
Today, the Inner Harbor continues to be the focus of economic
revitalization efforts as Baltimore officials and business owners attempt of Baltimore’s low-income neighborhoods.
to both expand and protect waterfront development. Operating under the
The effects of such inequality are disastrous. On April 25, 2015,
belief that investment in Inner Harbor could have a positive “trickle-down” Baltimore exploded in violent protests after Freddie Gray, a young Africaneffect on Baltimore, the city invests a disproportionate amount of public American man, sustained fatal injuries while in police custody.2 His death
and private resources into the Inner Harbor for real estate development.
was one of many recent controversial instances of African-American men
The effects of the disproportionate investment practices from both dying after confrontations with the police, such as Eric Garner, Trayvon
public and private entities are clear -- as shown in Figure 1, neighborhoods Martin and Michael Brown, Jr. Freddie Gray was a resident of Sandtownwith the highest concentration of poverty are predominantly black. In a Winchester/Harlem Park, a neighborhood where household poverty and
city rife with segregation, wealth disparity, and severe tension between unemployment rates are about three times higher than the rest of the
minority communities and police, the luxurious and heavily-financed Inner United States.3
Harbor serves as a glaring symbol of inequality, exclusion, and divestment
During the Baltimore riots, the Inner Harbor experienced a high
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The Freddie Gray riots prompted four important questions that will be
discussed:
1.
Were the Freddie Gray riots driven by issues beyond race and police brutality?
2.
Why was the Inner Harbor chosen as a protest space?
3.
Has there been unequal investment in the Inner Harbor, respective to the
rest of Baltimore?
4.
Were the protesters correct that the Inner Harbor benefited unfairly?

Within these 600 articles, several words were analyzed. Two words were
used to provide context to the narrative-- police brutality and racism. To
assess if the narrative behind the Freddie Gray riots was indeed focused on
economic inequality, the words poverty, inequality and job were counted.
For the purposes of this article, the words job and inequality were only
counted when it directly referred to the state of Baltimore’s economy.
2. Why was the Inner Harbor chosen as a protest space?
A qualitative media analysis was done to examine the context of how the
Inner Harbor was discussed from April 25, 2015 to May 5, 2015. Within
the 600 national articles that discussed the Freddie Gray riots, 36 articles
mentioned the words Inner Harbor for a total of 41 times. Those articles
were analyzed to determine the popular narrative behind Inner Harbor
during the Freddie Gray riots.
3. Has there been unequal investment in the Inner Harbor, respective to rest of
Baltimore?
A fiscal analysis of all corporate subsidies given to companies in
Baltimore from 2005-2014 was conducted. This time frame was chosen to
establish the city and state’s economic development trends, directly leading
up to the riots. Data from the Good Jobs First (a non-profit watchdog of
corporate subsidies in the United States) was analyzed. For the purposes of
this paper, only subsidies made in amounts of over $100,000 were studied.
Smaller state and city subsidies were discounted because they were often
not tied to job/training slots. The following data points were examined:
•
Subsidies are defined as tax breaks, low interest loans, tax abatements,
and tax rebates awarded by city or state agencies.
•
Total number of jobs or training slots promised in return for the
subsidies.
•
Total amount of subsidies made by state and city agencies for
companies in Baltimore that are not located in the Inner Harbor.
Figure 3: Map of zip code boundaries in Baltimore.

METHODS
To answer these questions, the following research methods were
administered.
1. Were the Freddie Gray riots driven by issues beyond race and police brutality?
A quantitative analysis of national newspaper coverage was conducted
to assess the common narrative of the protesters and the perception of the
Freddie Gray riots. All articles that were published by newspapers with a
national audience from April 25, 2015 to May 5, 2015 that mentioned the
words “Freddie Gray” and “riots” were accumulated. For the purposes
of this paper, a newspaper is defined as having a national audience if its
readership regularly exceeds its local area. In total, 600 separate articles were
examined. Letters to the editor were excluded, and only articles written by
the newspaper’s staff and paid columnists were considered.
URBAN REVIEW SPRING 2017
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•

Total amount of subsidies made by state and city agencies for
companies within the Inner Harbor’s zip codes of 21202, 21201,
21230, and 21231. The map below outlines those areas:
4. Were the protesters correct that the Inner Harbor’s economy benefited unfairly?
To answer this question, an economic analysis of the Inner Harbor and
the city of Baltimore was conducted. Data from the United States Census
was analyzed, with a focus on data from the County Business Patterns.
Commuting patterns were analyzed from 2005-2014, examining the inflow
and outflow of workers. The County Business Patterns were analyzed to
examine the number of jobs in an area per industry, on both a zip code
and metropolitan perspective. For the Inner Harbor, data covering the
zip codes of 21202, 21201, and 21230, and 21231 from the time points of
2005, 2010, and 2014 was accumulated. Data from the County Business
Patterns for the City of Baltimore was also analyzed during that time
period. The North American Industry Classification System was used to
identify industries and jobs within those industries. The data will cover the
following points of interest:
•
Location Quotients of both the Inner Harbor and the City of
Baltimore
•
Number of jobs added in Inner Harbor and in the rest of Baltimore
•
Geographic origins of the employees in the Inner Harbor
By examining the above data, we can determine whether or not the Inner
Harbor’s economy has grown in an unequal manner compared to the rest
of the city. Due to a lack of data, agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting;
mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction; utilities; and real estate and
rental and leasing industries were excluded.

RESULTS
The data indicates that the Freddie Gray riots were substantially driven
by economic inequality. Furthermore, Inner Harbor was rightfully chosen
as a protest space. The results are discussed below.
1. Were the Freddie Gray riots driven by issues beyond race and police brutality?
The Freddie Gray riots were significantly driven by economic inequality.
In the examination of the national coverage of the Freddie Gray riots,
the words racism and police brutality were not the most common words
mentioned. Figure 4 indicates that the word poverty was mentioned in six
more articles than the words police brutality.
Figure 4: Mentions of the word “poverty” in articles on police
brutality.

The word job was also mentioned at a significant rate, and occurred
5.5% more than the word racism. These numbers indicate that while police
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brutality and racism were important to the narrative of the Freddie Gray
riots, economic issues were also just as important.
2. Why was the Inner Harbor chosen as a protest space?
A qualitative analysis of the articles that mention the Inner Harbor
indicates that the Inner Harbor was chosen because it was seen by the
residents of Baltimore as a symbol of unfair allocation of public resources.
36 articles that mentioned the Inner Harbor were read and analyzed. Two
common narratives emerged, and excerpts from articles are copied below:
A.
Protesters viewed the Inner Harbor as a physical manifestation
of unfair investment by the city.
In response to the destruction of a CVS, a drug-store in the Inner
Harbor, a New York Times reporter talked to a protester:6
At the Mondawmin Mall -- closed and guarded on Tuesday after looters ransacked
stores and kiosks Monday -- Baltimore’s mayor, Stephanie Rawlings-Blake, surveyed
the damage and spoke of how hard officials had worked to bring Target to the mall and
CVS to the corner of West North and Pennsylvania Avenues [Inner Harbor]. The
CVS was set ablaze by rioters.
‘’To see all of that work go up in smoke, it’s painful. It’s very painful,’’
she said.
But for some residents, the developments the mayor cited as achievements only emphasized
the paltry prospects for poor neighborhoods.
‘’This is the land that time forgot,’’ said Aisha Snead, who grew up in West Baltimore.
‘’They want to act like the CVS is the Taj Mahal. They have dilapidated buildings
everywhere. They have never invested in the people. In fact, it’s divested. They take every
red cent they can from poor black people and put it into the Inner Harbor.’’
The Boston Globe spoke to young organizer on May 4, 2015. It had been
a week since the start of the riots, and Baltimore had lifted its curfew. The
organizer discussed what message he hopes was conveyed:7
Kwame Rose stood with a bullhorn in his hand in the middle of a crowd that has
gathered for a 2.5 mile march from Gilmore House, a public housing project where Gray
grew up in West Baltimore, to City Hall.
“Are you excited? Excited for justice? Excited for change?” the 20-year-old shouted to a
roar of cheers and applause. Rose, who was home-schooled by his father, quickly became
a leader and sought-after speaker during last week’s rallies.
“The youth of Baltimore showed that we will demand change,” he said. “We want the
same funding going into the Inner Harbor going into these houses.”

had gone to the Inner Harbor, would we have seen that looting? The police would have
prevented it.” The Inner Harbor is the tourist district. Some communities seem more
expendable than others.
3. Were the protesters correct that the Inner Harbor has been the recipient of unequal
investment?
The protesters were correct that the Inner Harbor received a
disproportionately larger amount of public investment. According to Good
Jobs First, from 2005-2014, $988,865 of corporate subsidies were awarded
to businesses in Baltimore.10 Figure 5 indicates that of the near billion
dollars of subsidies, 94.6% went to businesses located in the Inner Harbor
and only 5.36% went to companies located outside of the Inner Harbor
neighborhood.
Figure 5: Percentage of subsidies that went to Inner Harbor versus
the rest of Baltimore.

This unequal investment had a significant impact. While not all
corporate subsidies were tied to job creation, more jobs were promised
in the Inner Harbor than for the rest of Baltimore. As Figure 6 indicates,
24,386 jobs were promised because of the city and state’s investment into
Inner Harbor companies, but only 2,239 jobs were promised to the rest
of Baltimore. This is especially impactful when examining job growth in
the Inner Harbor and in the rest of Baltimore. As discussed in Figure 8,
between 2005-2010, the number of jobs in the Inner Harbor increased by
9,489 jobs, while the rest of Baltimore only saw an increase of 24 jobs.
Between 2010-2014, the number of jobs in the Inner Harbor increased by
8,211, while the rest of Baltimore only saw an increase of 3,487 jobs.
Figure 6: Number of jobs promised in return for coporate subsidies.

B. Protesters were frustrated by the city and state’s focus on the security
of the Inner Harbor.
On April 28, 2015, a Major League Baseball game at Camden Yards
(a sports arena close to the Inner Harbor) was cancelled due to concerns
about fans’ safety. The Los Angeles Times covers the governor’s decision to
send in National Guard to Baltimore:8
As protests and outbursts of violence continue to roil Baltimore after the death of
Freddie Gray, the Orioles closed their series finale against the White Sox to the public,
an unprecedented move in major American sports… officials worried about the safety of
the fans and clashes between fans and protesters. Camden Yards sits near the nexus of
Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, which has undergone a renewal starting in the 1990s, and
the poorer neighborhoods of West Baltimore, where much of the violence has occurred.
Three days after the protests started, a reporter from the Washington
Post spoke to Reverend Frank Reid, a prominent local pastor. A local
community was destroyed during the riots, and the Reverend Reid spoke
about his frustration with the police protection in his neighborhood:9
Reid, in obvious frustration, raises some uncomfortable questions. “If the marchers here

The disparity of promised jobs generated by corporate subsidies
indicates that the city’s economic development practices do not benefit the
majority of Baltimore’s residents, but in fact remains concentrated on the
Inner Harbor.
4. Were the protesters correct that the Inner Harbor flourished disproportionately
compared to the rest of the city?

Figure 7: Census data reveals that Inner Harbor has benefited from a
lion’s share of added jobs.

A. Inner Harbor gains more jobs than the rest of Baltimore
The protesters were correct that the Inner Harbor flourished
disproportionately compared to the rest of the city.
Between 2005-2010, the number of jobs in the Inner Harbor increased
by 9,489 jobs, while the rest of Baltimore only saw an increase of 24 jobs.
Between 2010-2014, the number of jobs in the Inner Harbor increased by
8,211, while the rest of Baltimore only saw an increase of 3,487 jobs. As
discussed above, the disparity of job growth between the Inner Harbor
and the rest of Baltimore could be attributed to the additional $880,000 of
corporate subsidies that the Inner Harbor received between the period of
2005-2014.
B. Disproportionate amount of new jobs went to suburban commuters.
Between 2005 to 2014, the city of Baltimore had an increase of 24,163
jobs. Of those jobs, 29,861 went to commuters from outside the city limits.
To complicate matters, since the 1970s, the number of jobs in downtown
Baltimore has more than doubled to 60,000, but the majority of those jobs
have gone to suburban commuters.11 Employment in the city is down by
almost 50% compared to employment rates in the 1970s. The effects are
not racially blind-- today, almost 50% of Baltimore’s working-age black
males are unemployed, and 38% of 20-to-24-year-old black males are
neither in school nor employed.

CONCLUSION
Although the initial development efforts of the Inner Harbor began
more than 60 years ago, investments into the Inner Harbor have been
continued under the city’s and businesses’ promises that the concentrated
economic growth will radiate out to the rest of the city. However, it is
clear that the purported goal was not accomplished -- while the number
and strength of jobs in the Inner Harbor has grown, the rest of Baltimore
has had no such luck. On April 25, 2015, Freddie Gray’s death prompted a
citywide call for change. For too long, Baltimore has engaged in racist and
exclusionary economic development efforts, with disastrous consequences
for the black residents. While the city provided a moveable feast for
the large corporations and wealthy white suburbanites, the rest of the
city suffered.Although the city of Baltimore should absolutely address
criminal justice and citywide poverty issues, the first step they should take
is to reallocate investment efforts from the Inner Harbor to other parts of
the city. The symbolic destruction of the Inner Harbor should serve as a
catalyst to urge Baltimore to refocus their economic development efforts to
neighborhoods outside of the Inner Harbor.
URBAN REVIEW SPRING 2017
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BY KATIE BRENNAN

CHANGE WE CAN
BELIEVE IN?

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

THE CHICAGO HOUSING
AUTHORITY’S APPROACH
TO MIXED-INCOME
REDEVELOPMENT
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In the early decades of the twentieth century,
extreme housing inequality motivated American
reformers to advocate for the direct government
provision of housing. The public housing
program that emerged provided affordable
housing on an unprecedented scale, resulting in
over one million units throughout the country
(and nearly 150,000 in New York City alone).
Nevertheless, the program had been
compromised at its inception by a series of
legislative battles that impacted financing,
development siting, and public housing tenancy.
Design and construction shortcuts, along with
diminishing rent rolls, contributed to many
buildings’ rapid decline; urban disinvestment
and industrial dislocation, coupled with high
youth ratios, to some developments’ increasing
crime and disorder; and the shifting “face and
nature” of American poverty to a distinctly
racialized profile of public housing residents.1
By the 1960s, all of this coalesced to form what
Edward Goetz terms “an exaggerated discourse
of disaster.”2 Public housing, it was argued, was
a dystopian nightmare, a failure of both design
and implementation, and an underlying cause of
other urban challenges like high crime rates and
persistent poverty.
The dismantling of public housing began
with the 1971 demolition of Pruitt-Igoe in St.
Louis, Missouri, and continued in the 1980s
with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) passively supporting
de facto demolition, whereby local housing
authorities would abandon properties through
neglect and enforced vacancy.
During Bill Clinton’s first term, however,
Henry Cisneros “became the first HUD secretary
to advocate openly for the demolition of public
housing,” a policy that came to be embodied in
HOPE VI.3 While HOPE VI ostensibly sought
to revitalize the nation’s most distressed public
housing stock, it was sharply criticized for its net
loss of units and for facilitating gentrification
at the expense of former site tenants. In
2010, the Obama Administration responded
to these failures with the introduction of the
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative, presenting
it as a departure from HOPE VI. With its
commitment to one-to-one unit replacement
and its embrace of a holistic approach to
community reinvestment, Choice was heralded
as a fundamental shift that incorporates lessons
learned from experiences of HOPE VI.
In this article, I will first examine the HOPE

VI approach and the particular form it took
with Chicago’s Plan for Transformation. I will
compare this approach with that of Choice
Neighborhoods, and will show that Choice,
resting on a similar, and similarly problematic,
mixing of incomes and of financing, is less a
departure than a repackaging. Because of this,
it suffers from many of the same vulnerabilities
of previous iterations of public housing
“revitalization.”

THE CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY
AND THE PLAN FOR TRANSFORMATION
Chicago is home to the second-largest
housing authority in the country, at one point
responsible for 34,699 physical units and nearly
the same number of Section 8 vouchers.4 Its
high-rise towers were constructed in a way
that reinforced residential segregation,5 and its
largest developments were later “mythologized”
as sites of violence, drug use, and social decay
that “deserve[d] to be demolished.”6 Chicago’s
“notorious” public housing (some of which was
sited close to downtown and the lakefront) also
served as a barrier to Mayor Richard M. Daley’s
efforts at “tourism-led urban development.”7
These spaces were psychologically, if not
physically, remote from centers of wealth and
power, and their mixed-income redevelopment
was heralded as a strategy to address persistent
urban poverty.
The explicit rationale for the CHA’s Plan
for Transformation was integration – “breaking
down the barriers that have left public housing
residents isolated in racially segregated, severely
economically disadvantaged neighborhoods”8 but it must also be understood within the larger
context of urban redevelopment. It is hardly
a coincidence that Chicago’s leaders fixed on a
“solution” for public housing - mixed-income
redevelopment - that also serves as an effective
tool for revitalizing prime, but undervalued,
inner-city land.9
The $3 billion (and counting) Plan for
Transformation, which was designed according
to HOPE VI principles and funded in part
with HOPE VI dollars, encompasses voucherbased dispersal, demolition, and mixed-income
private redevelopment. Since 1998, the Plan has
displaced tens of thousands of CHA residents
– in part because less than half the public
housing units have been replaced. It is worth
noting that this is by design. As Lawrence Vale

and Erin Graves highlight in their assessment
of the Plan for Transformation, less than 8,000
of the 25,000 units planned for revitalization
were ever intended to be located in the mixedincome developments. “that relatively few 101-1999 [the term for original site tenants eligible
for return] will end up in the new mixed-income
communities,” they argue, “is therefore not a
failure of the Plan; it is, rather, a premise of the
Plan.”10
And what of those replacement units
that were built? Many were built with too
few bedrooms to house larger CHA families,
and returning residents have to re-apply for
admission, pass background and drug tests,
submit to regular apartment inspections, and be
employed for more than 30 hours per week in
order to gain entry.11
In the name of integration, then, CHA
tenants have frequently been displaced to different
segregated, high-poverty neighborhoods. In the
name of integration, many of those who have
been permitted to resettle on redeveloped public
housing sites are strangers on their own land,
treated as third-class citizens and subjected to
rules around behavior and tenancy from which
other tenants are exempt. For these CHA
tenants, the outcome resembles “incorporated
exclusion, in which physical integration
reproduces marginality and leads to withdrawal
and alienation rather than engagement and
inclusion.”12 The Plan for Transformation raises
significant questions about the role that mixedincome redevelopment plays in addressing
persistent poverty.
Let us now consider the role that mixedincome redevelopment plays in urban
regeneration. The area around the former
Cabrini-Green project is illustrative.
The
development was situated a mere ten-minutes’
walk from the tony Gold Coast and bordered
Chicago’s working-class Old City neighborhood.
Since Cabrini has been demolished and
redeveloped, the new mixed-income row
houses compete with newer high-rise luxury
condos. Xavier Apartments, one of the more
recent developments, stands sixteen stories tall
(undercutting arguments about the inherently
problematic nature of high-rise design). It
features a pool with cabanas, roof deck, gym,
indoor dog walk, and screening room for
residents. If they wish to leave the luxury and
comfort of their apartment building, Xavier
residents can walk to nearby Old Town, where the
URBAN REVIEW SPRING 2017
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included early payment of a $3.4-million public
subsidy, ironic considering the extent to which
public housing has been decried as a drain on
public coffers.
Other parcels, though, remain vacant for
years after demolition. The future site of the
National Public Housing Museum (NPHM),
for instance, is the last remaining building
of the CHA’s Jane Addams Homes. While it
abuts portions of Little Italy neighborhood
that survived slum clearance, the NPHM is
surrounded by the rest of the Jane Addams site
– empty land upon which no housing, marketrate or affordable, has been built, but from
which CHA tenants were displaced. They will
be redeveloped, it is assumed, once the housing
market has rebounded sufficiently to ensure
developers’ profits.

CHOICE NEIGHBORHOODS
INITIATIVE
HOPE VI, and Chicago’s Plan for
Transformation in particular, have been studied
in great detail. Marking the tenth anniversary
of the Plan, Lawrence Vale and Erin Graves
reviewed more than eighty pieces of published
literature, not including the hundreds of articles
written for newspapers and magazines, and

summarized their major findings. Together, these
studies and evaluations highlight the challenges
associated with loss of affordable units; the lack
of resident counseling services; the persistent
uncertainty over how many original residents will
ever benefit from redevelopment; and the large
number of CHA “10-1-1999 households” with
a Right of Return, nearly eighteen percent, that
likely “lost their housing assistance due to the
Plan for Transformation.”15 (emphasis mine)
In response to these criticisms, the
Obama Administration introduced the Choice
Neighborhoods Initiative in 2010. Invoking
some of the same language of HOPE VI,
Choice provides “flexible resources for
local leaders to help transform high-poverty,
distressed neighborhoods into mixed-income
neighborhoods.”16 Unlike HOPE VI, however,
Choice mandates a one-to-one unit replacement,
and situates the mixed-income redevelopment
within a more holistic approach to community
revitalization.
In Choice Neighborhoods,
federal dollars drive public-private partnerships
that work to “build affordable housing, provide
social services, care for and educate children and
youth, ensure public safety, and revitalize the
neighborhood’s commercial opportunities and
infrastructure.”17
In 2011, the Woodlawn neighborhood

policy, but they could undermine neighborhood
revitalization efforts.
Take, for example,
Choice financing – federal dollars are an initial
investment used to leverage other sources of
funding, including Low Income Housing Tax
Credits (LIHTCs). The future of the LIHTC
program is uncertain – it could be scaled back or
eliminated,22 or could become significantly less
popular in a Trump era defined by historically
low corporate tax rates.
Finally, there remain questions about
the mixed-income nature of the redevelopment.
It is heralded as a way to broaden social networks
(creating networks of opportunity); to increase
social control, order, and safety; to promote
behavioral change as the poor increasingly model

their behavior on their higher-income (and, it
is assumed, better-behaved) neighbors; and to
create a constituency for and accountability
around higher-quality goods and services.23 As
Joseph et al. demonstrate, “policy implementation
has gotten way ahead of conceptual clarity and
empirical justification.”24 Much is assumed
about the mixing of incomes benefiting the
poorest, but much less is understood about how
this actually plays out on the ground, and even
less has been observed.
While the Choice Neighborhood Initiative
has addressed some of HOPE VI’s most
egregious flaws, namely its singular focus on
housing over community, its unit loss, and its
displacement of residents, it rests on the same

fundamental mixings.
Mixed-financing for
mixed-income redevelopment is still understood
to be the solution to the “problem” posed by
public housing.

CONCLUSION
In their book Public Housing Myths, Bloom,
Umbach, and Vale point to the “persistence of
crime, poverty, and other social problems…even
after the elimination of most public housing
projects associated with those ills” and the
questions this raises about “earlier scholarship
and public policy that primarily blamed housing
projects for a range of urban problems in poor
neighborhoods.”25 Nearly all of Chicago’s highrise public housing has
been eliminated, “but this
did not stop the city from
becoming the murder
capital of the United States
in 2013.”26 If it was not the
buildings themselves that
caused the problems, the
reasoning went, perhaps it
was the people who lived in
them, or the particular way
these particular people lived
when they lived together,
the “concentration effects”
that resulted from them
being neighbors. This is
what the mixed-income
approach seems to suggest.
Ignoring the histories
and policies that created
public
housing,
and
ignoring the issue of race
almost entirely, both HOPE VI and Choice
Neighborhoods seek to remake the economic
and racial composition of poor communities.
They purport to be doing so for the poor
themselves, but under HOPE VI, this has
resulted in displacement and “incorporated
excusion.”
While Choice Neighborhoods appears to
be an improvement, the program nevertheless
continues to rely on social theories that
sound sensible and logical but are supported
by no empirical evidence.
Mixed-income
redevelopment may or may not offer improved
outcomes for the poor, but it has a proven trackrecord for abetting gentrification and private
gain on formerly public property.
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main commercial strip has undergone significant
upscaling in recent years. There, they can spend
$35 on a spin class at the boutique fitness chain
SoulCycle, and then another $6 on a latte at the
neighboring Intelligentsia Coffee. And while
Xavier is home to a handful of affordable
units, private developers building on the former
Cabrini-Green site are not obliged to include
them; Chicago’s Affordable Requirements
Ordinance (ARO) “allows developers to pay into
a pool in order to avoid building affordable units
on site.”13
Former site tenants have been ill-served
by this particular mixed-income approach
allowed by HOPE VI, but the private sector
stands to profit tremendously. Through its
HOPE VI-driven Plan for Transformation, the
city facilitated the clearing and site preparation
of undervalued yet (until now) fully-occupied
parcels of public land; transferred them to
private control for publicly-subsidized private
redevelopment; and did so in the name of
helping CHA tenants escape poverty. When
the housing market collapsed and subsequent
financial crisis jeopardized this redevelopment,
as when Cabrini-Green redeveloper Peter
Holsten announced he was close to defaulting on
his financial obligations, the state stepped in with
a financial bailout.14 Holsten’s bailout package

of Chicago was named a Choice Neighborhood,
and the team-lead for the revitalization effort,
Preservation of Affordable Housing (POAH),
received $31 million of the $260 million needed
to achieving these goals. According to POAH,
the plan was born of resident opposition to
the planned demolition of Grove Parc Plaza, a
severely depressed Section 8 property.
In its application to HUD, POAH promises
new and replacement rental and for-sale housing;
the revitalization of commercial corridors;
employment and economic self-sufficiency
services; and increased opportunities for youth.18
POAH’s plans include an exhaustive laundry
list of services for current residents. Health
services, for example, will include individual case
managers, mobile health units,
and family health programs
that focus on children’s dental
services, adult fitness, chronic
condition management, post
traumatic stress disorder.
Workforce
development
services will include adult
education, job coaching,
and individualized financial
counseling. The University
of Chicago, which will
implement a community
jobs program, will dedicate
a full-time staffer to
“serve as a community
hiring liaison between
hiring managers in various
University departments…
community
residents
seeking employment….”19
This has a ring
quite distinctive to that of HOPE VI, but
there are still concerns. In Woodlawn, for
example, the community has a historically
antagonistic relationship with the University
of Chicago, dating back to “back to an urban
renewal project in the 1950s that displaced
many low-income Black residents.”20 “Given this
precedent,” Conte and Li argue,” the University
may still have interests in Woodlawn other than
merely promoting the interests of low-income
residents.”21 The financial sustainability of
Choice also remains a question. The program
is relatively young, making long-term studies of
Choice Neighborhoods unavailable. We do not
yet know the potential impacts of devastating
economic downturns, or even changes in tax
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How did your career in government begin?

What projects are you currently working on?

I started almost by accident. I was teaching at Rutgers, and had been there
for two years. The commute was long and I wanted that to change. I had
just gotten my PhD two years before, and was junior in the department,
so it was really difficult. I needed a change, and I had a job offer to teach
in Manhattan, but that fell through -- that’s when the Koch administration
offered me a job. I did not know what to expect, but I really liked it. I was
very fortunate.

I’m working primarily on a project called All in East Harlem. We are
working on enhancing the presence of Hunter in East Harlem. The idea
is to look at how can Hunter contribute to the well-being and betterment
of the neighborhood and have a real impact. There are various projects to
address issues surrounding health, chronic disease, cancer, and education
in the community. There’s another project dealing with the East Harlem
waterfront. We are working with planning groups and elected officials, and
the idea is to make that area into a recreational area in the neighborhood that
Where did you study for your undergraduate, and did you have an is accessible to all. There are going to be a lot of internship opportunities
interest in policy then?
for students. The school of education and the school of urban planning
will have internships, as well as other schools.
I did my undergraduate studies at the Universidad Iberoamericana in
Mexico City. I have always had an interest in public policy.
Is there any piece of advice that you would like to give to students?

An Interview With

DR. LILLIAM
BARRIOS-PAOLI

You have worked under several administrations. What accomplishments Yes. If you’re really interested in policy, then everyone should spend some
are you most proud of?
part of their career in government because it gives you a very unique
experience.
There are a number of things I am very proud of. When I was commissioner
of aging, we were able to redefine the programs in the senior centers and Is there a must-read book you would recommend to students?
reallocate resources. In the Giuliani administration we did an extensive
severance and redeployment program to streamline the municipal workforce. Yes -- Evicted by Mathew Desmond
we also did the merger of the three existing police forces. I believe that I
have been able been able to move agencies ahead and make changes for the Where do you think New York City is headed?
good, and still work well with the advocacy community and with unions.
It is difficult to know where the City is heading. With the new Administration
What was it like to transition from one administration into the next, at the Federal level, there may be big cuts to the health and social services
when the incoming mayors didn’t necessarily agree with your values?
safety nets, and things may get even worse for poor people. Immigration
has been a powerful driver for the city economy. The new immigration laws
I never really went from on Mayoral Administration to the next, except from will undoubtedly jeopardize that. There are many unknowns ahead of us.
Bloomberg to De Blasio. I left the Koch administration and worked in the
not for profit sector for 4 years. Then I joined the Giuliani Administration,
but left after 5 years, and went back to the not for profit world for the next
10 years. However, I know that if you’re part of an administration and
you believe that many things have been done to improve life in the City,
if a new administration comes in and starts reversing the policies, it can
be quite painful. I really liked working for Koch and I really liked working
with Bloomberg. Bloomberg gave everyone a lot of freedom and a huge
opportunity to make a difference.
What do you think is the most pressing issues facing New Yorkers today?
Income inequality, I think is the biggest issue. Poverty and income inequality.
Homelessness is a symptom of that.
Why did you leave the Deblasio administration?
I felt that for different reasons I was not being as effective as I would have
liked to have been, so it made no sense to stay.
Do you find it’s easier to effect change inside or outside of government?
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Well, government is unique because of the scope. You can really have an
impact on policy. In academia you have much more time to think and reflect
on the changes you want to bring about. In government you spend a lot of
time doing crisis management and damage control.
What led to you start teaching at Hunter?
I’ve had a long term relationship with Hunter. I began teaching here back
in 1992 and taught on and off for twenty something years in the Urban
Planning and Policy department. The day I resigned as Deputy Mayor I
received a message from President Raab, and I knew that Hunter would be
the next best step for me.
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a user is if they return a bike to a station, a customer rack, then they don’t
pay any extra fees, but if you lock outside of a station, you lock anywhere
within the system area, you pay a small fee, like a dollar and the next person
who brings it back to a station gets a credit.
The biggest problem with dock dependent bike share, is if you get to a
station and it is full, you are screwed. You never have that problem with
our technology, which is a huge advantage. In terms of where we want
to roll out, for the first few years of our business getting off the ground,
there were just so many new markets and opportunities coming up that it
didn’t make sense to go into a market that already had a bike share. We had
enough contracts and enough momentum. Now we are assessing that and
seeing, for example in SF, that they are rolling out a motivate system, but
they are creating a permit to allow for smart bike systems to come through
and operate. I think that is going to be a trend that happens in cities.

Illustration by Rachel Albetski

AN INTERVIEW WITH RYAN RZPECKI

CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT YOUR CAREER TRAJECTORY AND
HOW YOU DEVELOPED SOCIAL BICYCLES?

Sure, I’ll even go back to what inspired me to go to grad school. I got to
travel quite a bit in my twenties, I had a seasonal job and I was able to travel
during the off-season. I got to see all these amazing cities, one would have
amazing parks, another would have amazing street life, another would have
great transportation, and I wondered, “what makes for a good city?”
Honestly, I was naive and I thought that the whole profession was dedicated
to planning cities. I ended up taking a few classes one semester as a non
matriculated student just to learn about it and I really enjoyed it.That put
me on a path to finishing a degree at Hunter. As I was finishing school I
had to do an internship to graduate, and I was able to get an internship at
the New York City Department of Transportation in the bike planning
group. That was when New York City was doing a huge buildout of bike
lanes, so it was a really cool time to be there and I got to work on a lot of
cool projects. I worked on the closure of Times Square, on the roll out of
different bike lanes, and of different bike facilities.
It takes a very long time to get hired by any city agency, and I was working
throughout on a temp contract. But by the time the paperwork went
through it was almost a year. I had the idea for Social Bicycles in Fall 2008.
I made the decision to turn down a full-time job to start the company. That
happened in 2010 in the middle of the recession. I turned down a full-time
stable job for nothing really in 2010. I had nothing!
We had a proof of concept in 2010, a working prototype, a working mobile
app, and the basic back end. We had all the basic stuff back in 2010, but we
didn’t launch the pilot system until 2013. It took a long time to stabilize the
technology. One of the major decisions we made in 2011 was to develop
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our own bicycles. We designed a lock that can attach to any bike, and then
in early 2011 we started developing our own bikes. We have a 500 bike
program in Santa Monica, California that launched fall of 2015. We started
to get bigger and bigger projects, and in 2016 we launched the Portland
system with 1,000 bikes, which is our biggest project to date. We also
launched expansion into Europe and we now have our office and a 1,500
bike system in Krakow, Poland. So that will be our biggest system so far.
The business grew year by year, and we were able to raise some investment
capital. Last year we were able to hit probability and had good growth that
is able to keep us going.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF YOUR IDEA OVER A TYPICAL
BIKE SHARE MODEL? ARE THERE PLACES YOU WOULD LIKE
TO SEE THE BIKE SHARE? DO YOU THINK NYC IS THE RIGHT
MARKET, OR WOULD THERE BE CROWDING ISSUES WITH
BICYCLES IF THEY CAME TO BIG CITY LIKE THIS?
The main difference is that the main locking technology is on the bicycle
instead of on the docking point. The bike has an integrated lock with
tracking technology, the user can book it through the mobile, through the
website, or by walking up and entering their account number or taping their
card on the bike.
We do have infrastructure, we do make stations that are visible, that have
signage, and we even have a kiosk. So if you want to walk up and create
an account with your credit card you can do it at the kiosk. We put it at
the most high traffic locations, there seems to be some demand. We have
a program in Long Beach, New York, and we notice that when we have
the kiosk on the boardwalk, people do use it more. However, it is only for
payments,and not connected to the locking infrastructure. What we say to

The whole landscape changed in the last twelve months with what happened
in China. These two Chinese companies that are doing bike share, Mobile
and Ofo, they don’t lock to anything they just lock to themselves. Mobile
has raised over $3 million, Ofo has raised $5 million, they are doing this on
a completely private model where bike riders just drop in and go wherever
they want. I don’t know if that model is going to work in every single city,
but for cities that have the density, that model is very viable. I think once
a few cities in the US create a framework that allows it, it’s going to be
something that consumers are very interested in and it will start happening
in other cities.
We see ourselves as trying to enter that market, and we do see a big policy
shift that is going to happen. That wasn’t our initial strategy getting off the
ground, but now we have a good reputation in terms of how we partner
with cities.

HOW ARE THE SERVICE AREAS CREATED? ARE THERE
BUNCHING PROBLEMS, DO A LOT OF THE BIKES END UP IN
AFFLUENT NEIGHBORHOODS?
We do rebalancing and we have station infrastructure, so we have service
levels and expectations from cities, and the cities that we are partnering
with have equity requirements as well. They have goals that they want to
serve certain areas. You can cover more, and cover places in-between, and
it’s not only where your stations are but all the places in-between. We are a
hybrid where you can park outside of a station, but there are incentives to
bring a bike back to a station. When we launch a system we don’t just drop
bikes and pray, we actually do a concerted planning effort. Whether that is
upfront and looking at density, at GIS, looking at bike lane infrastructure, at
employment density, or observing on the ground.
We do community workshops, we have an app that we do suggesting
stations. We have community charrettes that we do where we come up with
lists. We also do a six month plus planning process every time we launch a
project. These cities like New Orleans and Sacramento that we are working
in they have equity as a top priority. We are working closely with city
staff to identify neighborhoods that they want to serve. From a business
perspective a lot of low income neighborhoods are also underserved by
transportation, and bike share is pretty affordable. In New Orleans we are
going to do a $20 annual plan, and we want to get a sponsor for them to
put their name on that.

WHAT IS THE COMMUNITY REVIEW PROCESS INVOLVED
WITH SOCIAL BICYCLES?
It varies city by city on what the outreach process required is. Some cities

don’t have much a process required at all, some cities like San Francisco
and New York are extremely rigorous. Some places are kind of in-between.
For New Orleans, we partnered with Bike N Easy where we hosted two
weekends of field work, and had 20 people come out each day where we
met up and we told them the siting criteria for the station. Everyone was
basically a planner for the day and they went out and found places to site
the stations for us. That was incredibly helpful because it is a lot of leg work
to do this, and we got buy in from 20 people that day, and they’re going
to tell 5 people each. For launching programs, we do a formal planning
process.

HAVE YOU SEEN SOMEWHERE WHERE YOU HAVE BROUGHT
THE SYSTEM HAVE A BIG INCREASE IN BIKE RIDERSHIP, AND
HAS THAT INCREASE IN RIDERSHIP TRANSFERRED INTO
INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES?
I think bike share is a catalyst, just in the awareness it brings to cycling. The
visibility of it, the media coverage of it, most of the cities we are doing
already have some bike share infrastructure in progress. Phoenix did not
have much bike share infrastructure, but since they launched they’ve been
expanding it. Hamilton, Ontario put in their first protected bike path the
year that we launched and that has been hugely traffic. What’s interesting is
that we can actually look at the data, because they do their own cycle counts
on that bike lane.
Advocates in the community felt like the counts seemed low, so somebody
actually looked at our data set and showed the people using the lane was
actually higher. The way they had done the sampling on it was a longer
segment, they put sampling in one place and then a mile and a half down
the road. What the data showed was that people would use it but they would
only use it for a few blocks. They would hop on the protected bike path and
go on it for a few blocks, maybe half a mile, and then jump off of it. Usage
was actually high but they weren’t capturing it in the data counts. You were
able to see that utilization was higher than what would have been identified.
To this day I think we are the only company that has real time GPS data,
and not just the data but an easy way of viewing it in our browsers, and even
exporting it out into GIS tools. Most of our systems, the data is publicly
available.

ADVICE FOR HUNTER STUDENTS, ADVICE FOR SOMEONE
LOOKING SOMEONE TO PURSUE THIS ENTREPRENEURIAL
PATH?
A lot of people drawn to planning programs, especially Hunter’s planning
program, are usually looking for jobs in the government, which tend to be a
more conservative set. Entrepreneurship isn’t talked about as much. We’ve
hired several planners, and having a planning background can broaden
your options. Right now, “smart cities” is hugely in vogue in terms of a
technology theme. People are wondering how cities are going to become
more connected, and how are things in cities going to become more
connected. I think the career options for planners are more broad than just
advocacy, government, or consulting. If you find a company that is doing
interesting things in cities, I think people with a planning background bring
an interesting perspective to those roles. We recently hired another person
with a planning degree from Berkley to be a business development person
so there are a lot of options out there.
In terms of actually starting a company, I want to say that is it is hard and
it is mostly not enjoyable. You have to have a real passion and real anger
against a problem because then you will feel compelled to fix it.
URBAN REVIEW SPRING 2017
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THE DEATH
AND LIFE
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I first read The Death and Life of Great
American Cities when I was living in the historic center of Madrid. I picked up the book,
translated into Spanish, at a nearby library, and
I stopped at a street café on my way home to
begin reading. Occasionally glancing beyond the
paperback as I read, I quickly recognized the intimate urbanism that Jacobs describes so vividly
within Madrid’s human-scale, pedestrian oriented
streets, much more so than in my hometown of
Chicago. While every page of Jacobs’ book carefully deconstructs the many social components
and mechanics of traditional city streets, I began
to wonder how applicable her principles were
to the car-dominated, violence-plagued streets I
had left behind in Chicago.
Jane Jacobs was a brilliant urban thinker
who not only produced powerful, controversial,
and lucid interpretations of city design, life, and
economics, but also successfully organized her
community against large-scale, destructive urban
projects and altered the path of urban planning.
Upon further investigation, however, it becomes
clear that her interpretations of the city – and
her prescriptive cures for the ills that New York
City faced – are not as well-founded or practical
as one would expect given the prominent stature
her work enjoys in the field of urban planning.
In this essay, I discuss two problems inherent to Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, and challenge its conclusions
as applied to both Jacobs’ era and the present.
First, I argue that Jacobs’ work fundamentally
misunderstands the social forces underpinning
the landscape-changing mega-projects that the
author so despised and rallied against. I also argue that Jacobs’ conclusions are premised on the
existence of a cooperative community of individuals sharing similar values, when in fact the
modern city is often mired in pervasive contention, distrust, and institutionalized racism.

SHAPING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
In the introduction to The Death and Life,
Jacobs states that the book “is an attack on the
principles and aims that have shaped modern, orthodox city planning and rebuilding.”1 The focus
of her attack is on the government planning apparatuses of American cities, which she believes
were responsible for the urban renewal projects
that razed old sections of cities and replaced
them with dull modernist towers that “sealed
against any buoyancy or vitality of city life.”2 For
Jacobs, urban vitality resides on a bustling street,
an essential element in a thriving neighborhood.
In her view, it is traditional, smaller-scale, mixed-

use buildings that foster such urban vitality, while
virtually any other urban form – government
high-rise or otherwise – will inevitably sap it.
In Death and Life, Jacobs focuses much
of her criticism on the government planners
responsible for large-scale public housing projects, arguing that free market solutions can better
improve the lives of urban slum dwellers than
the government’s towers-in-the-park. In lieu of
new construction, Jacobs proposes the government instead subsidize private market construction and housing for the needy, arguing that rent
subsidies would encourage the gradual rebuilding
and rehabilitation of the city’s overcrowded slum
districts. Government housing construction, in
contrast, requires cataclysmic slum clearance that
shreds the urban fabric, and its new high-rises
push out the community’s most-successful residents with income limits, ensuring continued
neighborhood poverty. Jacobs believes that a
rent subsidization program would foster organic, gradual community improvement on the
community’s own terms, which she saw as the
most viable means of “unslumming” an area.3
Preserving the existing built environment, meanwhile, would also preserve the existing community in the neighborhood and allow for vibrant
street life.
Herbert Gans, the prominent sociologist
and a contemporary of Jacobs’, highlights some
major flaws in the causality and assumptions of
Jacobs’ arguments in his essay, “Urban Vitality
and the Fallacy of Physical Determinism.” Gans
argues that the robust street life Jacobs attributes
to the physical form of neighborhood has little
to do with urban design; rather, it’s the product
of the working-class culture of residents in the
area, who reserve their homes for the family
and socialize outdoors. Middle-class socializing,
in contrast, happens within the home, and built
environments informed by middle-class attitudes
(whether occupied by the middle class or not) often reflect this. According to Gans, “new forms
of residential building ... are not products of orthodox planning theory, but expressions of the
middle-class culture which guides the housing
market and which planners also serve.”4 Ironically, it was the free market that Jacobs lionized
– one dictated by middle-class tastes, land values,
construction costs, and profit-driven developers
– that helped create the modernist superblocks
she spent her later years rallying against.

QUESTIONS OF COMMUNITY
While Jacobs’ misplaced faith in free-market
solutions to urban social problems is troubling,

perhaps the greater shortcoming of The Death
and Life is the author’s narrow and unrealistic
concept of community. In Jacobs’ view, crime
and public safety have been reduced to issues of
urban design, which ignores the structural social problems underpinning these issues. In his
essay, “Jane Jacobs, Andy Warhol, and the Kind
of Problem a Community Is,” Timothy Mennel
interrogates Jacobs’ simplistic conception of
community with a pointed rhetorical question:
“Where in [Jacobs’] idealized neighborhoods do
sad and angry men hover in bars and get into
fights?”5
Jacobs also fails to acknowledge the reality
of fragmented urban societies, those in which
different communities come into conflict with
each other, often in violent ways. In the ever-contested city, one often divided geographically along racial and class lines, injustice and
violence has always been commonplace. In the
Italians of Greenwich Village, Donald Tricarico chronicles the culture and life of Greenwich
Village in the mid to late 1900s, when the area
maintained a strong Italian identity and presence.
Tricarico describes how, during the 1960s, the
area’s demographics began to shift, as Portuguese immigrants took advantage of cheap vacant apartments and a growing number of artists
began moving from SoHo into the Village. In
the chapter, “Neighborhood of Changes,” every
new demographic that enters the waning Italian
enclave is met with hostility, and occasionally violence.6
Jacobs either was oblivious to, or chose not
to discuss, the aggressively contended nature
of our cities, where interactions between some
communities are more prone to violence than
cooperation. This failure to observe and account
for fragmentation in urban communities is especially alarming considering that she was writing
the book in the middle of the African-American
Civil Rights Movement, when competing community priorities and violent social conflict were
at the forefront of the national consciousness.

JANE JACOBS’ LEGACY
Visiting Jane Jacobs’ house at 555 Hudson
Street, I observed a smaller-scale community
conflict in the Village: one over Jacobs’ legacy.
On the Hudson Street sidewalk, I found a group
of older people sitting and chatting outside of
a small Italian cafe. Sure enough, they were old
time residents of the neighborhood, and they
knew who Jane Jacobs was! It wasn’t clear if they

SEE JACOBS, PG 32
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A CITY OF CONTRAST
With so many spindly new skyscrapers rising out of New York’s skyline in recent years, many
residents have cried foul, claiming that the city is losing its soul. That these towers aren’t in keeping
with New York’s architectural tradition. But New York has long been a place where old and new
collide. Decade after decade, the old and antiquated are swept aside to make room for the newer,
the bigger, the taller. Woodframe country estates and farmhouses were replaced by brick Federalist
townhomes, which were in turn replaced by brownstone mansions, which were themselves
replaced by highrise hotels and apartment blocks, which are now being replaced by glass-and-steel
skyscrapers stretching more than one-thousand feet into the clouds. Right or wrong, this sense of
change and the trepidation it brings it not a new phenomenon. Because of centuries of building and
rebuilding. New York’s cityscape is a Rosetta Stone of architectural styles and urban development
schemes unlike virtually any city on earth. New York has no one true architectural tradition, aside
from change and chaos. The contrast is what makes this city what it is.

WORDS & PHOTOS BY
KEITH TAILLON
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EVERYDAY URBANISM AND OUTDOOR MARKETS:
RECLAIMING SOHNCKE SQUARE
BY JULIA FIORE

Located in a highly trafficked area and surrounded by community
institutions and public transportation, Sohncke Square should be a lively
public square. Instead, it is nothing more than a glorified median with a fallow planter and empty benches. Pedestrians bustle through it on their way
to the 61st Street-Woodside 7 Train station or to church or school without
pause. Woodside lacks open space, yet residents barely use Sohncke Square.
Although residents have few opportunities for creative and cultural experiences, Woodside has become one of the most diverse neighborhoods in
New York City, with a lauded culinary scene. To address Woodside’s open
space issue and create space for cultural exchange, I propose a pop-up market with food, art, and music at Sohncke Square. This can be accomplished
by using the five parking spaces adjacent to the square for vendors’ tents or
carts and partnering with community organizations, like Woodside on the
Move, to apply for permits and facilitate community outreach. I believe
a market can activate this underutilized public space and create space for
intercultural exchange and creative life in the neighborhood.

UNDERUTILIZED OPEN SPACE IN WOODSIDE

Though small in size, Sohncke Square is an important community
asset for Woodside’s 45,800 residents.1 The square occupies a less-thanone-fifth-of-an-acre triangle at the intersections of Roosevelt Ave, Woodside Ave, and 58th Street. An empty planter, ten benches, and three trees
reside there. Why should anyone care about this “pocket park”? With just
1.9 acres of park per 1,000 people, Woodside falls below the open space
standard of 2.5 acres of park per 1,000 people set by the Mayor’s Office
of Environmental Coordination. The average park to people ratio for New
York City is 2.83.2
Despite the lack of park options, very few residents use Sohncke
Square as a public space. Most people use the square as a space to walk
through on their way to somewhere else. Over the course of several days
and at different times, I conducted observations to gauge how people used
the space. At any given time, I never saw more than four people sitting
in the square. For most of the time, only one person occupied the square.
Most visitors sat alone, and for less than ten minutes on average. People
read newspapers, talked on the phone, smoked a cigarette, or simply sat
down. At night, two teenagers used the square to skateboard and practice
their ollies on the planter. These observations were conducted in November and December. As a resident of Woodside, I have observed that the
square is often empty even in warmer months.
My first instinct was that the planter in the center of the square needed
to be spruced up. A look into the Square’s history reveals why that solution
would not be successful. Since 1996, Woodside residents have been trying
to figure out what to do with the planter at the center of the square. In
2001, The New York Times called Sohncke Square “The Plant Cemetery.”
A scrub pine grew there until 1996, when it died. It was replaced by a scrub
pine that lasted less than a year, and then by a white spruce, which withered
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as well. New York City Parks and Cornell University were not able to determine why plants would not grow there.3 The Sunnyside Post shows another
dead tree in 2010, perhaps due to vandalism, and states that in recent years
no trees or flowers in the planter have survived.4 No living plants currently
reside in the planter, but the neighborhood group Woodside on the Move
decorates it with an artificial Christmas tree during the holidays. Due to
the square’s uninhabitable planter, a more creative and interactive solution such as a market - is needed to draw people to the square.

THE CASE FOR A MARKET

Communities have used outdoor markets to activate underutilized
public space with great success. San Francisco, Vancouver, Richmond
(British Columbia), Seattle, Orlando, nearby Flushing, and elsewhere have
produced thriving outdoor day and night markets. In Seattle, a “deficiency”
in the city’s programming of public space drove the community to pursue
a night market.5 Orlando’s Audubon Park Community Market temporarily
transforms a parking lot into a market with food, music, and crafts every
Monday.6
An outdoor market is a culturally relevant and appropriate solution
for the neighborhood and its demographics. Outdoor markets have been
very successful in areas with large Asian populations, such as Flushing and
Seattle, mentioned above.7 More than one third of Woodside’s population
is Asian, with predominantly Chinese and Filipino heritage. Another third
of Woodside’s population is Hispanic, with predominantly Colombian and
Ecuadorian heritage.8 Outdoor markets are popular and common in each
of these countries.9 Unlike its neighbors in Sunnyside and Jackson Heights,
Woodside currently does not host any type of outdoor market. I propose
partnering with the community organization Woodside on the Move to facilitate outreach. Woodside on the Move has been active in the community
for over 40 years and can ensure the inclusion of appropriate community
members in planning and implementation.
A pop-up market could provide space for art and music, while simultaneously solving the issue of the fallow planter. Woodside lacks space for
cultural and artistic expression and consumption. An analysis of quantifiable data on livability by New York Magazine identified “creative capital” as
a weak point for Woodside. A study by Queens College on arts and creative
learning found that 60% of residents surveyed felt there was a lack of local
venues for participation in the arts.10 A pop-up market could fill this void by
hosting musical performances and artist vendors. The fallow planter could
be repurposed for art installations or performances. Seattle incorporated
public art into their night market by engaging Chinese youth in projects.
Public art can also double as cultural exchange, as the youth in Seattle used
the art to challenge traditional ideas about the Chinese community.
Large corporate chains occupy some of the most valuable corners in

SEE MARKET, PG 32

UNLICENSED STREET VENDOR MARKETS:
AN INTERVENTION IN ELMHURST

BY VINCENT DECESARE

Unlicensed street vending is a tactic used by socioeconomically marginalized groups in New York City to make money where formal vending
opportunities are hard to come by. It is widespread in the Queens neighborhood of Elmhurst, particularly along 82nd Street and Roosevelt Avenue.
These vendors sell goods at prices that are affordable to the low-income
population of the neighborhoods in which they work. Unfortunately, the
vendors often face resistance from local businesses and struggle with Environmental Control Board tickets. To create space for unlicensed vendors in
Elmhurst, I propose a vendor market at Manuel de Dios Unanue Triangle,
one block east of the 82nd Street and Roosevelt Avenue intersection. This
market would revitalize an underutilized space, attract new people to the
neighborhood, and create a haven for low-income, unlicensed vendors.
A vendor market would provide support to a neglected occupation that
is essential to a large segment of Elmhurst’s large working-class immigrant
community. Seventy percent of Elmhurst’s population is foreign-born,
with fifty-eight percent lacking American citizenship.1 For working-class
immigrants who are unable to access capital because they are undocumented or have a low credit score, street vending is convenient because start-up
costs are low. For instance, most vendors in Elmhurst use pushcarts found
at wholesale discount stores. Vendors can create their own schedules and
vend in locations convenient to them. For immigrant women with children
to care for and with spouses who work long hours, this flexibility is especially important. Some undocumented immigrants prefer self-employment
over working for an employer that exploits their undocumented status.2
The adaptability of the trade also helps vendors respond quickly to spatial changes in the local retail market.3 A vendor market might reduce the
adaptability of participating vendors, but the benefits of the market will
outweigh this loss.
The vendor market will create a node of street vending activity that
attracts new customers to the area, benefiting both street vendors and small
local businesses. Vendy Plaza, an outdoor market in East Harlem organized
by the Street Vendor Project, is one market that has experienced success in
attracting large numbers of people, thanks to marketing over social media
and exposure in local news outlets like Gothamist and Time Out. Social
media could likewise be used to advertise for the Elmhurst vendor market.
Unanue Triangle, where the vendor market would be located, is an optimal
space for the market as it is one block east of the 82nd Street 7 train station,
which had a ridership exceeding 5.1 million over the past six years. The
triangle is also nine blocks from 74th Street-Roosevelt subway station, the
fourteenth busiest station in the city.
Creating a space for unlicensed street vendors would benefit the surrounding neighborhood. Because of low overhead costs, Elmhurst’s street
vendors can sell goods at low prices, important to the 43% of Elmhurst/
Corona households who earn less than $40,000 a year.4 Compared with
corporate retail stores, a higher percentage of money spent at small businessed - like street vending operations - tends to circulate within the local

community.5 Therefore, the income of street vendors6 would have a multiplier effect on the local community. Street vendors also contribute to the
vibrancy of Elmhurst’s commercial corridors, with their carts along 82nd
Street and Roosevelt Avenue attracting throngs of people, some of whom
strike up conversations with each other while waiting in line.
I am proposing the market as an unofficial intervention because of
New York City’s strict permit laws. To operate legally in the city, vendors
need permits, but New York City strictly limits the number of vendor permits. For food vending, there are 3,000 citywide permits, 1,000 seasonal
citywide permits, and 1,000 Green Cart permits - all issued by the Department of Health. For general merchandise, there are 853 permits through
the Department of Consumer Affairs, with a waiting list of thousands.7
The City Council is currently considering legislation that would add 600
permits each year for a seven-year period but would also increase permit
fees. This could potentially shut out the poorest of food vendors from
the formal vending economy.8 These caps have created an informal market of an estimated 6,000 unlicensed vendors who are susceptible to tickets or even jail time.9 From 2006 to 2010, for example, New York street
vendors, licensed or not, were issued over 25,000 Environmental Control
Board tickets a year for petty violations such as being too close to curbs
or storefronts.10 Local opponents to vendors argue that they cause traffic
congestion, compete unfairly with small businesses that pay rent, and create
“chaotic” social environments.11Thus, the Unanue Triangle market would
likely require the backing of important community institutions, like the
community board and city councilperson.
Like the night markets described by University of Washington urban
planner Jeffrey Hou, this vendor market will constitute a “crossover space”
between the public and private, the informal and formal, and will therefore “require a constant negotiation of power, space, activities, and meanings.”12 Vendors will have to negotiate with other stakeholders in Elmhurst
to safeguard the market from law enforcement. Vendors in conjunction
with advocacy groups like the Street Vendors Project and New Immigrant
Community Empowerment will have to collaborate with the 82nd Street
Business Improvement District in establishing this market. The 82nd Street
BID recently opened a spot on its 23-member board for a representative
of the local vendor community. Vendors and their advocacy groups will
have to make the case to the BID that the vendor market will benefit local
small businesses and property owners by de-congesting 82nd Street, bringing new customers to the area, and promoting public safety near the triangle. With support from the small business community, community board,
and city councilperson, vendors can achieve stronger political protection
against law enforcement.
With such support, the market’s unlicensed vendors, many of whom
are undocumented and vend out of economic desperation, will be protected from law enforcement, even while the permit cap still exists.
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FROM MULBERRY BEND TO COLUMBUS
PARK: REFORM, BIAS, AND CULTURE
IN NEW YORK CITY’S PLANNING
PAST & PRESENT
HARRISON LEWIS

Boys in the Lower East Side gather near a dead horse, circa 1900. Image courtesy of The Museum of the City of New York.

INTRODUCTION
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Prior to New York City razing part of Mulberry Bend in Lower
Manhattan and converting the land into Mulberry Bend Park, it was a
notorious neighborhood rife with tenement housing, crime, and disease.
Calvert Vaux’s park design, championed by the muckraking photojournalism
of Jacob Riis, intended to remedy the social ills and vices of the neighborhood.
Riis, Vaux, and other reformers perceived the squalid environment as the
source of negative impulses of greed, desperation, moral laxity, and filth.
The razing of Mulberry Bend successfully created capacity for community
activity and recreation, demonstrated by the park’s current stature as a
gathering space for a largely Chinese American population. However, the
creation of Mulberry Bend Park was not
a case of positive environmentalism:
the elimination of the tenements did
not singularly allow the area to blossom
into a center of community.1 In reality,
profiteering landlords and insufficient
government safeguards, sensationalized
by class perception and xenophobia,
produced and exacerbated the harsh
conditions of Mulberry Bend.
In the first half of the nineteenth
century, the Five Points area of New
York emerged as one of the most
infamous neighborhoods in the city,
hosting high population densities,
dangerously constructed buildings,
disease, high infant and child mortality,
unemployment, prostitution, and violent
crime. The area, at the time bounded by Mulberry, Baxter, Worth, Bayard, and
Park, featured a significant immigrant population, particularly from Ireland,
as well as an African American population.2 As the nineteenth century
progressed, U.S. immigration patterns changed. Starting in approximately
the 1870s, a larger number of southern and eastern Europeans - Italians,
Jews, Poles, Russians, and Slavs – moved to American cities.3
In the late 1800s, Mulberry Bend and the Five Points boasted
unequivocal dangers. With 700 people per acre, Mulberry Bend featured
one of the highest densities in New York City history, occupying some
of the worst building stock in the city. The death rate in the Bend was
50% higher than in the rest of New York City, particularly for children
under 5 years old. Children played in garbage, human waste, and as one of

Riis’s pictures captures, next to horse and animal carcasses. Gangs of youth
committed crimes in back alleys. Disease went unchecked and untreated.4
Tenement reform stemmed from an objective need to improve health, to
reduce crime, and to regulate overdensity and unsafe building conditions.
“CREATIVE DESTRUCTION”
& TENEMENT REFORM
Two mutually non-exclusive impulses rested at the core of the
tenement reform in New York City during the 1880s and 1890s: one,
providing better conditions for the worst-off citizens, and the other, to
destroy the unhealthy city as an entity.
Slum clearance proposals for the Five
Points area, including the three-acre strip
known as Mulberry Bend, date back to
as early as 1829, yet it took 67 years for
a proposal to materialize.5 Jacob Riis
launched the modern attack against New
York’s tenements, passionately arguing
through his photographs, lectures, and
writings that the only solution for the
worst tenements was complete removal.
No tenement section was worse
than Mulberry Bend, which Riis referred
to as the “foul core of New York
City” and “the wickedest of American
slums”.6 Riis and other reformers noted
that Mulberry Bend was a place of
destruction, destroying lives and hope
for a better future for the primarily Italian immigrants. In particular, Riis
and other reformers perceived the dilapidated tenements and physical
environment as the cause of the problems for the tenement neighborhood
– crime, vice, unemployment, moral laxity, disease. The slum was the
breeding ground for social ills, a type of negative environmentalism that
could only be corrected by restructuring the physical. As a result, Riis
believed that through the destructive clearance of Mulberry Bend, a more
positive use of space, a park, could enlighten and uplift the immigrants of
the slum.7
Riis’s advocacy of demolition as creative reform found receptive ears
as the ineffectiveness of the 1879 dumbbell regulations became more
widespread, the immigrant population grew exponentially in the 1880s,

and the powerful example
of urban reform in Europe
created a case for creation
through
destruction.8
Additionally, the 1900
Tenement
Housing
Commission,
chaired
by Robert De Forest
and Lawrence Veiller,
successfully passed the
Tenement House Act of
1901 that fundamentally
affected the building
of new tenements by
limiting lot coverage to
70% and requiring new
and old tenements to
have toilets on each
floor, fire escapes,
and
rooms
with
windows. The newly
created
Tenement
House Department
would enforce these
and other codes,
sharpening
the
contrast
between
the age of “oldlaw”
tenements
and
“new-law”
tenements.
Ultimately,
the
conversion
of
Mulberry
Bend into Mulberry Bend Park was
a culmination of the rising tide of indignation
toward slums as well as a concerted institutional effort.9
HOW THE BEND FESTERED
Was Riis’s belief that the physical environment was the source of
environmental ills of the neighborhood accurate? If not, what was the
real cause for the unsafe, unhealthy, and dangerous conditions that led to
Mulberry Bend’s status as the “foul core” of New York? It is true that
the physical environment was not adequately suitable for such a large
population, but the shanty condition of Mulberry Bend was more a result
of programmatic urban failure rather than its cause.
First, profiteering landlords failed to create sufficient buildings, offering
the cheapest accommodations for as many families as possible, building onto
what had been eighteenth century merchant houses in a haphazard, unsafe,
and non-standardized manner.10 Second, government social services for
slum dwellers were essentially nonexistent; instead, an ineffective network
of poorly funded and inadequately staffed charities held the responsibility.
The end result was less advocacy, aid, and effort to address the needs of
the individual immigrants and the Mulberry Bend community as a whole.11
Finally, the New York City bureaucracy proved incompetent in formulating
a plan to alleviate conditions in Mulberry Bend. Even once Riis and other
reformers ignited the drive for tenement reform and clearance, the city
battled within itself over the legitimacy of condemnation and seizing
property for park uses. Furthermore, once the city took possession of the
properties of Mulberry Bend in 1894, the actual demolition was delayed a
year due to insufficient funds. New York City lacked strong financial and
legal mechanisms to spur and manage growth.12 While the elimination of

Mulberry
Bend and
its replacement
with a park offered
many benefits to the
community, Riis’s contention
that the tenement and in turn the
tenement dweller was to blame
is not valid in light of the larger
real estate and governmental
shortcomings.
ETHNICITY, RACE & CLASS
A number of planning biases are evident in the
case of Mulberry Bend. Worth noting is the non sequitur
between the physical tenement and the tenement dweller as the
cause for the dangers and ills of the slum. In Riis’s proselytizing for
slum clearance and the conversion of Mulberry Bend into a park, the
complexity behind Riis’s argument and his personal inclinations unfolds.
His 1890 account How the Other Half Lives was a plea for understanding
and sympathy through photography to convince middle class Americans
to join the assault against the degrading influence of poverty and the
tenement environment upon the individual.13 His Christian upbringing and
ideals instilled within his worldview a desire for individual and communal
redemption, optimism, and betterment. Riis delivered lectures that offered
a strange mix of spirituality and rough humor that “made the invisible feel
visible” by inspiring the audience to feel its responsibility to act to right the
social wrong.14 However, racism and condescension were also components
of Riis’s ideology. Riis referred to his subjects as “specimens,” and his
articles also espoused condemnation and racist disgust, stating tenement
dwellers are “shiftless, destructive and stupid…they are what the tenements
have made them.”15 Additionally, he believed in a type of individual survival
of the fittest; if he was able to earn his stature in America by work alone,
others should be able to do the same.16
A second bias exists around immigration. Xenophobic reactions and
racism were connected with numerous major social and economic issues
of the 1890s in the United States; tenement reform was no exception.
On the West Coast, the fear of Asian workers immigrating in masses and
threatening Americans’ job security, the emergence of the anti-Catholic
American Protective Association, and the anti-Semitism of agricultural
producers against Jewish bankers, all represented a growing sentiment
shared by Americans of different regions, industries, and classes that viewed
immigrants as a threat.17 The immigrant, increasingly foreign and more
often originating from eastern and southern Europe and Asian countries,
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Postcard featuring the new Mulberry Bend Park, circa 1900.

EVOLUTION
When Mulberry Bend Park opened in 1897 it featured an expansive
grassy area lined with curved walkways. Despite Riis’s personal preferences
for active recreation, the park was intended for contemplative leisure and
the connection to nature. In 1911, the park was renamed Columbus Park
and a paved playground replaced the central lawn, reflecting contemporary
urban park philosophy oriented towards more active play. Park management
added physical improvements and plantings over the course of the
following decades. Throughout the 20th century, New York City’s Chinese
community expanded into the Italian neighborhood adjacent to Columbus
Park. In 1939, The New York Times commended the Chinese presence,
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The Big Lie That Refuses To Die:
Myths of the Financial Crisis

anchored by an annual community event, as “symbolic of the Chinese
assimilation in America.”21
Since the end of the twentieth century, Columbus Park has received
new playground equipment, a new basketball court, upgraded playground
facilities, and a restored north-end pavilion that has existed since the
park originally opened. The park is of particular importance to the
Chinese American community in Chinatown and the greater New York
metropolitan area, referred to as “Chinatown’s communal backyard”.22
Chinese Americans play Chinese chess, practice tai chi, and play on the
playgrounds. During work days, the park hosts lawyers, jurors and probation
officers from the Criminal Court building across Baxter Street along with
other professionals working in Civic Center and the Financial District.23
Columbus Park is a communal and recreation space for all, yet Columbus
Park holds particular importance beyond recreation. In 1982, Columbus
Park served as a rallying site for a massive strike during which 20,000 mostly
female Chinatown garment workers protested against benefits cutbacks,
culminating in a march through the streets of Chinatown.24 Columbus Park
is a pillar of both work and play in Chinatown.

BY ELIZA HETTERLY

CONCLUSIONS
Blaming urban problems on the intrinsic characteristics of a group
rather than acknowledging the contributing factors and holistic situation
in which the group lives can be a crutch for a shortsighted governing body
or authority. Reformers advocated for Mulberry Bend Park, believing it
would cure the slum at its core. Racism, xenophobia, and classism were all
biases that influenced the impetus behind the planning process and reform
movement, yet the success of Columbus Park today is not a direct result of
the intentions of Riis and others. Rather than assimilating, Americanizing,
or “civilizing” immigrants, the park has served as a platform for the gradual
process of neighborhood change among minority communities. The area’s
various historical and contemporary monikers – Five Points, Mulberry
Bend, Little Italy, Chinatown, Columbus Park – exemplify immigration’s
profound role in shaping an evolving city like New York.

Original image courtesy of Creative Commons.

emerged as a national scapegoat and problem to be solved. In part, it was
racist tendencies that allowed reformers like Jacob Riis to destroy the
physical environment of the tenement and exclude the immigrants who
would be displaced from the “after” picture of the park in the notable
landscape postcard painting commemorating the park’s opening.18 Riis’s
disdain for the immigrant matched his concern for the immigrant.
A final bias behind the conversion and planning of Mulberry Bend
relates to class and assimilation. Similar to Frederick Law Olmsted and
Calvert Vaux’s Central Park, the newly established Mulberry Bend Park was
infused with middle class ideals for how physical space could aid the poor.
The park was to serve as a conduit to restore the stature of the community
and the individuals within the community, representative of the classdivide and condescension espoused by middle class reformers to elevate
and to assimilate the immigrant. Riis, in particular, believed the park, the
school, and the playground had the ability to Americanize the immigrant,
reconstruct the neighborhood, and lessen the need for social control or
governmental intervention.19 The slum and tenement reform movement
reflects many values of the settlement house movement: enlightened,
middle-class individuals and their lifestyles had the capacity and moral
duty to improve immigrant neighborhood life through every channel of
personal influence and environmental reform.20

Over eight years after the height of the financial crisis in 2008,
myths about what caused the financial system breakdown have still not
been put to rest. Volumes of research from pundits across the political
spectrum, as well as official federal government inquiries, have studied
and documented the main causes of the crisis – chiefly, the private
sector-led proliferation of subprime mortgages. Nonetheless, a vocal and
unrelenting segment of the political right still propound what popular
economic blogger Barry Ritholtz has called “the Big Lie” - the idea that
the U.S. government caused the financial crisis through federal housing
policies, such as the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act or CRA, aimed
at ending housing discrimination and expanding homeownership to
historically disenfranchised groups.1 This myth, debunked by various
economists and industry experts, has not only been perpetuated in fringe
circles of the political right, but has recently reemerged in political
discourse among Donald Trump’s economic advisers and cabinet picks.
In this paper, I outline the events leading up to the 2008 financial
crisis as a backdrop to highlight the flaws in the Big Lie narrative. I
argue that the perpetuated myths about what caused the 2008 recession
seriously hinder our ability to prevent another crisis from happening, as
well as undermine efforts to advance racial justice and fair housing laws.
Finally, I connect the Big Lie to the policies of the current administration,
arguing that if the Big Lie becomes institutionalized under President
Trump, instead of being firmly squashed once and for all, it is highly
likely that efforts to prevent housing discrimination and limit the power

of Wall Street will be halted and reversed.

CAUSES OF THE 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS
In order to debunk the falsehoods of the Big Lie, it is important
to first understand the context of the events leading up to the 2008
financial crisis, particularly regarding the explosive growth of subprime
mortgages during the housing bubble in the early 2000s.2 After the
slowdown of the U.S. economy during the dot-com bust in 2000, the
Federal Reserve, under the leadership of Chairman Alan Greenspan, cut
interest rates dramatically -- a typical monetary policy response during
periods of slow growth. The lowered interest rates, however, encouraged
millions of U.S. consumers to take out mortgages, adding to household
debt and inflating house prices. Housing price increases quickly grew
into a bubble, as Greenspan kept interest rates low and assured markets
that the Fed would not burst the bubble but rather facilitate new avenues
of growth if the housing market imploded. Raghuram Rajan, former
chief economist at the International Monetary Fund, discusses this move
by the Federal Reserve in his book Fault Lines: How Hidden Fractures
Still Threaten the World Economy, writing, “If ever financial markets
need a license to go overboard, this was it.”3
Banks, as well as increasingly common non-bank lending
institutions, which are unregulated by the federal government, began to
give out mortgages recklessly, even predatorily, as the potential to profit
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THE BIG LIE
As I have demonstrated, there was not one clear isolated cause of the
financial crisis, but rather a host of interrelated factors predominantly
centered around the reckless behavior of unregulated non-bank lending
institutions, credit agencies, and Wall Street investors. It is troubling, then,
that the Big Lie narrative glosses over this complexity of causes and the
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DEBUNKING THE MYTHS
What makes the arguments offered by those conservative
commentators not only debatable but, in fact, a “Big Lie,” is that its
proponents continue to stand behind it despite significant evidence to
the contrary. Economic blogger Barry Ritholtz defines a Big Lie as a
lie “so colossal that no one would believe that someone could have
the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.”6 Indeed, numerous
federal investigations, as well as research put forth by economists and
pundits from across the political spectrum, have thoroughly proved
the arguments of the Big Lie to be false. Most significantly, the final
report of the Federal Crisis Inquiry Commission, the official government
group charged with investigating the causes of the 2008 financial crisis,
concluded that “the CRA was not a significant factor in subprime
lending or the crisis.”7 The commission points to research that only 6%
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role of the private sector in the financial crisis of 2008. The Big Lie offers
an oversimplified version of events in which the federal government’s
housing policies forced banks to give out loans to unqualified buyers and
therefore fueled the rise of subprime loans.
The main target of this narrative has been the 1977 Community
Reinvestment Act or CRA, which aimed to end the discriminatory
lending practice against low-income neighborhoods and communities of
color, a practice known as redlining. The Big Lie argues that policies
like the CRA required banks to give loans to people who would not be
able to repay them. Thus, banks are portrayed as faultless victims of the
crash, whereas anti-discrimination policies and even low-income people
themselves are exclusively to blame. For example, in November 2011,
New York City Mayor and billionaire CEO Michael Bloomberg stated
that, “It was not the banks that created the mortgage crisis. It was, plain
and simple, Congress who forced everybody to go and give mortgages
to people who were on the cusp.”5 Bloomberg went on to blame
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the government sponsored enterprises
originally created by Congress to extend housing loans to those who
had been historically disenfranchised, for pushing subprime loans. By
downplaying the role of unregulated lending institutions in recklessly
giving out subprime loans and misconstruing both the intent and the
outcomes of fair housing legislation, the Big Lie constructs the idea
that the federal government was the primary cause of the 2008 financial
crisis.
The views contained in the Big Lie have been reinforced by a number
of conservative pundits. Peter Wallison, a scholar at the neoconservative
American Enterprise Institute and frequent political commentator in the
media, argued in a 2009 article that “misguided government policy”
was the main culprit for the crisis, and specifically, the CRA and the
affordable housing mission of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. “Preventing
a recurrence of the financial crisis we face today does not require new
regulation of the financial system,” he stated. “What is required instead
is an appreciation of the fact...that U.S. housing policies are the root
cause of the current financial crisis.” Talk show hosts such as Rush
Limbaugh and Sean Hannity have regularly advocated the Big Lie on
their programs, in the aftermath of the crisis as well as years later after
the myth had been thoroughly debunked. A contributor to Fox News,
Monica Crowley, even went as far as to say on a 2011 episode of Your
World with Neil Cavuto, that the Community Reinvestment Act “put the
gun to the banks’ heads and said, ‘You have got to do these subprime
loans…”
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off of inflated housing prices grew. Homebuyers who would have been
unqualified for mortgages under normal conditions obtained what were
called NINJA loans – an acronym for “no income, no job, no assets.”
As income inequality continued to increase, U.S. politicians were all
too willing to assuage the woes of their constituents through easy credit
couched in the aspirational rhetoric of homeownership, the pinnacle of
the American dream. Overall, it was a perfect storm of various factors
that led to the conditions of the early 2000s leading up to the crisis. Rajan
writes, “When easy money pushed by a deep-pocketed government
comes into contact with the profit motive of a sophisticated, competitive,
and amoral financial sector, a deep fault line develops.” The final piece to
this puzzle is the irresponsible financial sector that Rajan describes, the
linchpin that triggered the fault lines under the surface.
Indeed, it was the financial sector overall and specifically the
“shadow banking system” of largely unregulated private hedge funds
and investment banks that transformed subprime mortgages (typically
extremely risky investments) into a highly profitable venture. Wall Street
firms packaged subprime loans into securities, masking the true extent
of the risk involved using complex derivatives such as collateralized
debt obligations and credit default swaps. These securities could then be
sold off to investors for high profits. Even though they were relatively
worthless, because unqualified homebuyers were likely to default on
their mortgages, credit rating agencies nonetheless gave junk securities
AAA ratings. Issuing more mortgages meant that more securities
could be sold, which increased pressure to lend money to unqualified
homebuyers. Unregulated non-bank lending institutions began giving
out subprime loans simply for the purpose of turning around and selling
them to Wall Street. These profit-seeking ventures were all predicated
on inflated high housing prices; however, and it was not long before the
bubble burst and the housing economy came crashing down.
The housing prices that investors naively believed would continue
rising indefinitely began to decline in early 2006. Suddenly, homeowners
found that their mortgages cost more than what their houses were worth.
By early 2008, the New York Times reported that “nearly 8.8 million
homeowners, or 10.3% of the total” were underwater, a proportion not
seen since the Great Depression.4 Because many mortgages were not
traditional, fixed-rate mortgages, but instead adjustable rate or other
types of flexible mortgages, interest rates began to rise significantly on
mortgage holders and many homeowners became unable to make their
payments. Mortgage delinquencies skyrocketed, sending reverberations
throughout the U.S. housing market as well as the global economy,
as international investors had put money into U.S. mortgage-backed
securities presumed to be safe because of their AAA credit ratings.
These securities lost most of their value and were sold off at dramatic
rates by investors; banks, having lost confidence in the U.S. housing
market, responded by withdrawing funds and halting interbank lending,
a practice known as a credit freeze. The institutions who relied on these
funds could not run their day-to-day operations, thus bringing the global
financial system to the brink of collapse. The crisis had gone from
national to international, triggering the worst global recession since
World War II.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most infamous water bodies in the country, the Gowanus
Canal is known for its wretched odor, grotesque aesthetic, and the tales of
mutant species that have been found living within its confines. The canal
owes its infamy to the continuous discharge of raw sewage that has been
occurring for over a century and a half, as well as its use as a depository of
refuse from industrial gas factories that once burned coal in the 1800s. One
can attribute the unsustainable use of the canal to more than two centuries
of piecemeal planning processes that yielded the canal as we know it today.
Although the canal was first conceptualized in the late 1600s, it was not
fully dredged and completed until the late 1860s. The land that predated
the canal, known as Gowanus Creek, suffered from abuse by the settlers
who exploited it for its fertile land, natural commodities, and ultimate
convenience as a trade corridor and open sewer. In 1848, a man named
Daniel Richards took it upon himself to hire surveyors and draft a formal
plan and design for the canal. However, the plan was halted for over a
decade.
During this time, Brooklyn’s first modern sewer system was
implemented, and when the canal took its final form in in 1869, the state of
the canal was already inundated with a tremendous and increasing amount
of pollution due to sewage and industrial waste. And unfortunately, the
formal plan made no effort to assess the state of the canal nor clean it. In
turn, the canal still exists today in a dilapidated state. The multiple centuries
worth of pollution is a side effect of the intermittent nature of planning
throughout the canal’s history.

A PROMISING NEW LAND
In the 1630s, some of the first colonists landed in present-day Brooklyn
and began to purchase land - very cheaply - from the Algonquin Native
Americans. In 1636, two Englishmen, William Adrianse Bennet and
Jacques Bentin, purchased a large 930-acre swath of land in Gowanus.1 This
exchange of land from the Algonquin Chief Gouwane to the Englishmen

is the first recorded purchase of a settlement in Brooklyn. The tale has it
that the area was named after this Chief ’s name.
The Gowanus Creek was a marshy saltwater wetland -- what we know
today as a tidal estuary, or a body of saltwater with relatively no current and
no outlet except to the sea. The land was home to a variety of flora, fauna,
exceptional trees, and a huge bay full of fresh water.2 Native Americans
had planted corn and tobacco, and relied heavily on fish and shellfish for
nutrition. The bay was home to whales, tunnies, porpoises, as well as many
birds of prey.3
As news of the promising New World spread throughout Europe, land
changed hands quickly, both among colonists and from natives to new
European settlers.4 However, land opportunities changed in 1638 when
William Kieft, the first appointed Director-General, purchased nearly four
thousand acres of land in North Brooklyn. Kieft quickly tweaked the area
of New Nederland’s settlement policy to make it easier for Europeans to
acquire land. The new policy allowed for free trade between anyone who
so desired, for every man to buy as much land as he could afford and work
on, and for settlement from any “respectable” farmers who arrived on the
land.5 This news of this policy spread quickly across Europe, attracting an
influx of settlers embarking to New Nederland.
Because of its convenient location near the bay, Gowanus soon became
a high-traffic area. New transportation methods were quickly developed in
order to export goods to the Island of Manhattan across the river. By 1642,
the Dutch West India Company founded a public ferry to run between
Breucklen and Manhattan. A simple conch call would alert a nearby farm
worker to retrieve a hidden boat and row the passenger across the river for
a small price.6
In 1660, Jacques Cortelyou was hired by the town’s Council Committee
to survey the land of Breukelen. The intention was to find the optimal
site for the town’s first tide mill. With its ideal geography and natural
commodities, Cortelyou urged Peter Stuyvesant, who had recently overtaken
Kieft’s position as Director-General, to build the tide mill on the Gowanus
Creek. Freeke’s Mill, owned by John C. Freeke, was dug out and constructed
over the next year by African slaves. During this time, Adam Brouwer, the
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original owner of the land that housed the mill, first suggested the idea
to build a canal.7 The canal would act as a corridor to help to resolve the
dangers of personal boats capsizing on long, shallow, and dangerous trips
through the bay. It was approved without questioning from the governor,
the Council Committee, and Creek landowners. The proposal called for
a slight dredging of the creek and can be credited as the earliest form
of the Gowanus Canal. Although the initial dredging occurred in 1664,
it would take two centuries later until the canal that we know today was
completed.8
Over the next several decades years, Gowanus Creek’s fertile land and
robust supply of fresh water supported a thriving economy and trade.
The area’s main exports were oysters, watermelon, and grains. The steady
increase in production prompted a need for new transportation routes.
Although the city began to construct public roads throughout Breukelen,
it was clear that waterways were more important for exporting goods.
New innovative methods of transportation through water evolved. For
example, Claes Arents Vecht, who had recently moved from Manhattan
to build a two-and-a-half-story mansion on his newly purchased
plantation, was able to dig a small canal to service his personal boat.
The canal branched off of the main canal and lead to the doorstep of
Vecht’s Mansion. During high tide, when he opened the sluice gate, water
would flow through his canal, lifting his small boat afloat into the canal
where he could then row through the bay and eventually to the shores
of Manhattan.9
By 1744, residents of Gowanus sought a wider canal than the present
one that existed. The size of production had substantially increased, as
did the size of cargo ships. Local landowners funded the widening and
deepening of the canal in addition to the construction of a wooden
bridge to cross over the creek by the mill. The canal, now at six feet deep,
was accompanied by a two-and-a-half-foot-wide path. However, residents
continued to request further widening throughout the late 1700s.10

THE BATTLE OF BROOKLYN
The concerns of the canal were halted as the Revolutionary War
quickly crept up on the settlers of Brooklyn. On August 27, 1776, the
Gowanus Creek played an important role in the Battle of Brooklyn. As
the British crossed westward over the Prospect Range and towards the
Gowanus Creek, American Colonel Artemas Ward burned the only bridge
that passed over the creek. There lay a mess of burnt wood at the head
of the creek that once crossed Freeke’s millpond. Torching the bridge
was Colonel Ward’s attempt to save his own troops by restricting British
ability to pass over the creek while his men were safe on the west shore.
Unfortunately, it was miscalculation and ultimately restricted the Patriots
tailing behind from crossing, trapping them on the east side of the creek
with the enemy. As more Patriots approached the creek and discovered
the bridge’s charred fate, they were forced to jump into the water and
swim across. Many, at this point, fearing the high waters, strayed into the
woods to hide, but were captured by the British. However, many of those
that attempted to swim across the creek did not make it either. Some
drowned in the creek’s high tide and rain-swollen canal, while others were
shot by the British mid-swim.11

MODERNIZATION OF BROOKLYN
By 1830, fifteen-thousand people resided in Brooklyn. Gowanus
was flourishing: commerce and industry were thriving with factories,
markets, distilleries, and taverns. The growing population in Brooklyn
was inviting to businessmen of all kinds. Colonel Daniel Richards moved
to Brooklyn in 1832 after living in Upstate New York and witnessing
the positive commercial effects of the Erie Canal, Upon his arrival,
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Richards immediately saw a business opportunity and bought a piece of
land known as the Van Dyke property. Already a successful businessman
with projects thriving up north, Richards founded the Atlantic Dock
Company in 1839 with the intention of exploiting the shore of Brooklyn.
The shores of Manhattan were overwhelmingly crowded with ships and
he saw profit and opportunity in the underutilized shores of Brooklyn.
In line with Richards’ vision for developing Brooklyn’s commerce and
trade, the Atlantic Docks had a huge impact on the city, and were perhaps
one of the main reasons that Brooklyn’s population reached 100,000 by
1850.12
Richards also saw opportunity in his newly purchased land. An
active member of local government and the Common Council Street
Committees, Richards hired men to survey the Gowanus Creek in 1847,
and he ultimately selected a plan that was thought to be a way to remove
the “miasmas,” or airborne diseases that incubated in the marshlands and
would allow for future plans to fill in the land and develop it further.13
The marshlands were drained, but the digging was quickly halted after
a scandal involving Richards’ miscalculation of funds left the project
without a lead.14
Soon after the fall of Daniel Richards, the Common Council approved
a petition that would extend the Bond Street Sewer. The extension would
convey surplus water from the meadows and marshlands and would end
at the Gowanus Canal. After the marshlands were sufficiently drained,
many landowners in the area hired Irish working men to begin digging
according to Daniel Richards’ survey plans. However, the lack of
leadership and cohesion among landowners halted the plan until over a
decade later a man named Edwin C. Litchfield took a stab.
Litchfield was a wealthy entrepreneur with many extra bucks to invest
in Brooklyn. When the undeveloped land to the east of the Gowanus
presented itself as an opportunity, Litchfield snatched up 88 acres of
land along the marsh and 150 acres from Jacques Cortelyou (of the
Dutch surveyor Jacques Cortelyou of the late 1600s), including the
Vecht Mansion, then referred to as
the Cortelyou-Vecht House (and
now known as the Old Stone
House) and several other
surrounding farms.
When Litchfield had
arrived in Brooklyn,
the
population
was
already
swarming
at
97,000. Litchfield’s
first projects included
the development and
construction of roads in
the empty marshland area.
But after the Panic of 1857
threatened all of Litchfield’s
roads, land, and hard work,
he a began to refocus his
attention to the Gowanus
Canal, which had been
somewhat forgotten
about over the
previous decade.
But between the
anxiety of the Panic
and prospects of
Litchfield’s new efforts
lies a crucial period in

Gowanus’ history: the development of sewers.

THE NATION’S FIRST SEWER SYSTEM

disgust began to pile up. As early as 1861, just several years after the sewer
system was completed, the Gowanus Canal’s foul odor and appearance
became the talk of the town.20,21,

In October 1856, the city published a plan to
A NUISANCE TO GOWANUS
extend the Bond Street Sewer even further to empty
into the Gowanus Canal. The sewer had been long
In 1861, a ‘Mr. Peters’ filed a lawsuit against
backing up and was a source of complaints
the city of Brooklyn. He claimed that sewer
for years. With the ever-increasing need
discharge onto his land and the resulting
for a more modern sewer system than
stench and presence of raw sewage
the current cesspools, privvies, and
had killed his father-in-law, severely
As early as 1861,
drainage areas, Brooklyn’s Water
degraded the health of his wife, and
just several years after
Board was upgraded to the Brooklyn
damaged the value of his property.22
Sewage Commission in 1857. The
This was the first recorded
the sewer system was
commission immediately passed
complaint of the canal. Another
completed, the Gowanus
an act that pushed forward the
a century a half filled with more
Canal’s foul odor and
development of sewerage and
complaints would follow.
appearance became the
drainage in Brooklyn, prompting
One of the most notable
the Bond Street sewer extension.15
complaints
is Dr. J.H. Raymond’s
talk of the town.
Julius W. Adams, a famous railroad
formal report of the state of
engineer at the time, was recruited
Gowanus. The Brooklyn Daily
to survey Brooklyn’s streets and land
Eagle published an article in 1877
to create a plan for the nation’s first
with the headline: “VERY VILE:
modern sewer system. The plans that
The Disgusting Condition of Gowanus
Adams drew up, based
Canal” in large, block letters. The canal was
on Edwin Chadwick’s
affecting the health of South Brooklyn and the
design in London, would be
residents were concerned. “The condition of the
become infamous more than
Gowanus Canal, arising from the accumulation of filth
two centuries later for creating a
from the sewers which empty into it has long been a source
persistent nuisance to the city -- especially the of complaint to the citizens of South Brooklyn,” it stated.23
Gowanus Canal.16
Requesting immediate action, the Eagle released a report from Dr. J.H.
Adams’ sewer design was a Raymond, the Sanitary Superintendent, regarding the state of the canal.
single-pipe system that would convey At a meeting with the Board of Health on August 30, 1877, preceding the
both rainwater and stormwater through article’s publication, Dr. Raymond presented his investigative report. The
the same pipe. This became known as Gowanus Canal at this time was essentially an open sewer, with sewage
a combined sewer system and many cities overflowing from discharge points at the ends of Bond Street, President
across the country would soon implement a Street, Sackett Street, and Centre Street. Dr. Raymond insisted, “No sewer
similar sewer systems based off of Adams’ and should be permitted to discharge into this canal, and I would most earnestly
Chadwick’s plans. In retrospect, the pipes Adams recommend that the Board of Health give this matter their consideration at
designed in Brooklyn were far too small in capacity the earliest possible moment.” Dr. Raymond’s words were eerily far ahead
based on the actual amount of waste that was being of the time and the government’s ability to solve this problem.
generated. Some sewer pipes were as small as 12 inches in diameter.17
At the release of Dr. Raymond’s report, the sewers were already
Before the completion of the sewer system, the streets of Brooklyn discharging thousands of pounds of sewage into the canal every day.
were infested with trash, feces, and refuse. Generally, residents had shared Among the many street sewers, the Bond Street sewer was infamous to
privies or cesspools, or emptied their personal chamber pots into a nearby the neighborhood because of its massive overflow and terrible odor. It
privy vault. Sometimes privy vaults or individual privies were directly discharged 8,000 pounds of feces and 10,000 gallons of urine into the canal
emptied into water bodies like the Gowanus Canal.18 With a need for an every day. Combined, the street sewers discharged 9,187 pounds of feces
emergency stormwater outlet, and considering that at this time there was and 10,688 gallons of urine daily into the canal with an annual total of
no scientific research connecting bacteria and germs of fecal matter to the 1,676 tons of feces and 63,600 hhds (barrels/casks).24
spread of disease, it comes as no surprise that Adams’ design consisted of
Dr. Raymond described what it was like to stand at the mouth of
discharge points that expelled sewage into water bodies.
the Bond Street sewer: as material is discharged, gases coming from
On the other hand, there seemed to be some understanding between decomposing substances at the bottom of the canal, come to the surface,
the relationship of the lack of clean water available and the increasingly suggesting that “the nuisance existing here must have a most important place
unsanitary conditions. In fact, when the state of New York introduced among the causes of disease.”25 This was of the first acknowledgements of
Brooklyn’s sewerage act, it also introduced an act to develop a public water the relationship between sewage in the canal and the potential for disease
works system.19
and death in the communities that surrounded it.
Still, nothing was done to prevent the raw sewage from building up
In response to Dr. Raymond’s report, Dr. Crane, the President of
in and along the edges of the canal even after it was first recognized as the Board of Health, agreed that the canal was indeed a vile nuisance
a problem. As the discharged waste increased, complaints of stench and
SEE GOWANUS, PG 34
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CONTINUED..
JACOBS
knew her personally or from the media, but it soon became apparent that
she disgusted them. “They were draft dodgers,” one of the men said of
Jacobs and her family. Another woman shook her head in disapproval and
said she knew Jacobs – that she could tell me the whole story – but that
she didn’t want to get into it. Jacobs didn’t save the neighborhood, they all
attested, and she didn’t deserve an honorary street sign, either.
For the social sphere beyond that Hudson Street sidewalk, Jane Jacobs’
legacy has been shaped not only by her writing but also by her community
activism, most notably the cancellation of Robert Moses’ plan to pierce
through Greenwich Village with the Lower Manhattan Expressway in 1968.
Jacobs’ success in this area contributes to her stature in urban planning
circles, but it obscures the underlying problems within her work. Jacobs’s
victory against Moses also raises larger questions about the power structure
in this country. While Jacobs and other educated white groups were able to
shut down urban expressway plans, the same was not often true for communities of color facing an impending freeway project. According to Eric
Avila, a scholar of similar highway conflicts across the country at that time,
“the freeway revolt, as we know it, did not address, let alone alleviate, the

BIG LIE
increasingly separate and unequal geography of race in postwar America.”
Many, if not most, urban renewal projects were destructive forces that
uprooted minority communities and largely replaced these areas with infrastructure and new buildings that primarily benefitted the white middle-class.
While Jane Jacobs was heroic for her steadfast fight against these destructive projects, her criticism of the urban planners and social programs also
working to better urban communities reveals a failure to understand the
larger American social structure. Jacobs’ focus on questions of the built
environment draws attention away from the powerful influence of white,
middle-class taste and capital, and an America rigidly split along racial and
class lines. In essence, Jane Jacobs made urban planning the scapegoat for
much larger societal problems, and to great effect.
As the years roll by, and as Jacobs’ work assumes a more central position in the urban planning canon, it becomes ever more important to
view her work with skepticism and call attention to the areas where she
was mistaken. Today, planners must face the destructive realities of racism
and inequality that Jacobs, despite being such a keen observer and thinker,
somehow never fully grasped, and which continue to divide our cities today.

MARKETS
Woodside and community groups have expressed concern about displacement of small businesses by large chains.11 The Sohncke Square Pop-up
Market would allow local businesses and vendors to occupy these high traffic areas temporarily without having to pay exorbitant rent.
Finally, I believe a pop-up market at Sohncke Square would be able to
attract enough customers to be successful. Sohncke Square occupies a central location in Woodside, surrounded by important community institutions
and businesses, and garners significant foot traffic, all of which makes it an
appropriate location for a market. On opposite sides of the Square are St.
Sebastian’s Church and Catholic School, which educates 400-450 students
from grades K-8. The church offers very popular masses in Spanish and
translates its website into Spanish, Korean, and Tagalog. Donovan’s Pub, a
cornerstone Irish Pub, occupies another corner. The 61st Street-Woodside 7
Train station, just 3 blocks away has an average weekday ridership of 17,007
people.12 The square is also a bus stop for the Q32 that travels from Jackson
Heights to Penn Station. On a Saturday, I observed approximately 220 people per hour walked through the square. That number does not count people who walked on either side of the road and might be drawn to a market
in the Square. Pedestrian traffic is also more frequent during weekday rush
hours, which is when I propose the market happens. A market from 3pm
to 7pm on a weekday could capture the foot traffic of parents walking their
children home from school and the commuters coming home from work.
The church, school, local restaurants and bakeries could all be involved in
programming or vending at the market.
MARKETS AND EVERYDAY URBANISM
A pop-up market draws on principles of the everyday urbanism movement. The everyday urbanism movement began in the 1990s with the work
of urban scholars like Margaret Crawford and John Chase. This movement
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relies on the theories of Henri LeFebvre, Guy Debord, and Michel de Certeau on the everyday or the quotidian. Everyday urbanists emphasize the
primacy of lived experience in determining how an urban space should be
used. They believe that our daily routines and seemingly unimportant spaces have the potential to provide “instants of rupture and illumination,” of
love and connections that can inspire social change.13Sohncke Square is an
everyday space. People pass through on their way to work, school, church,
and shopping. This space exists because of what it is between and under
-- the result of an intersection, the space under the train. Sohncke Square
is home to seemingly meaningless, repetitive routines— the quotidian.14
Crawford, identifies everyday public spaces as the thirdspace, which can
be “activated through social action.”15 In multi-cultural neighborhoods like
Woodside, creating situations where diverse populations interact in ways
that promote mutual understanding can be a catalyst for social change.
The night markets in Seattle and in Vancouver both effectively encourage socialization among residents from various cultural backgrounds and
encourage “cross-cultural understanding” and “everyday encounters with
difference.”16 Social and behavioral science research also finds that markets
promote cultural exchange and interactions among diverse people.17
A pop-up market in Sohncke Square has the potential to revitalize an
everyday space that addresses the need for quality open space, low-rent
vendor access, arts programming. In an area with new Hispanic and Asian
immigrant populations, the market would provide culturally relevant and
appropriate programming and a space of cultural exchange among communities. With effective outreach to community organizations, Sohncke
Square has the potential to be transformed into a space for cultural, creative, and social activity.

of subprime loans had any connection to the CRA legislation, as most
subprime lenders were not subject to the CRA. Furthermore, loans made
by lenders regulated by the CRA were “half as likely to default as similar
loans made in the same neighborhoods” by lenders not regulated by
the CRA. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights also produced a report
following the 2008 financial crisis, titled “Civil Rights and the Mortgage
Crisis.”8 The Commission notes that, if the CRA was the cause of the
increase in subprime lending, then the crisis should have happened years
before, as the CRA was enacted in 1977 and its rules have not changed
since 1995.
Barry Ritholtz reinforces the arguments put forth by both commissions
in an article in the Washington Post, also adding to the evidence that
if CRA was exclusively to blame, the housing boom would have been
concentrated in urban regions such as Harlem, New York and South
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania where CRA has had the most influence.9 In
contrast, the opposite occurred: “the suburbs boomed and busted and
went into foreclosure in much greater numbers than inner cities.” Finally,
Ritholtz cites a study by the Federal Reserve which showed that “more
than 84% of subprime mortgages in 2006 were issued by private lending
institutions.” These non-bank lending agencies are exempt from federal
regulations and exploded from 2001 to 2007, while the market share of
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac steadily decreased, dropping to just 37%
of all new mortgages in 2005. In short, there is overwhelming evidence
that, while the federal government and Federal Reserve should be held
responsible for failing to limit the growth of subprime lending, it was the
eagerness of private, unregulated firms to issue subprime mortgages that
caused the crisis, not U.S. housing policies.
THE FUTURE OF FAIR HOUSING UNDER PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP
The Big Lie still a widely held belief among far-right conservative
pundits and economists, and with the recent election of Donald Trump
as President of the United States, the cornerstones of Big Lie now has
the potential to become institutionalized as federal government policy.
Two of Trump’s economic advisers, Lawrence Kudlow and Stephen
Moore, wrote a column in June 2016 stating that the credit crisis and
Great Recession that followed in 2008 were caused by U.S. housing
policies, specifically the CRA. Their column, titled “Are the Clintons
the real housing crash villains?” paints Bill and Hillary Clinton as
criminals who forcibly pushed home loans to low-income borrowers
and rewarded banks for “throwing out sound underwriting standards.”10
Donald Trump’s selection of Ben Carson as Secretary of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) also demonstrates how entrenched the
Big Lie is within the new administration. Carson has gone on record
criticizing government regulation of the housing market as “social
engineering.” In a 2015 Washington Times op-ed, Carson wrote,
“These attempts to legislate racial equality create consequences that
often make matters worse.”11 Yet the facts demonstrate that the 2008
financial crisis was triggered by an unregulated private market, not
government housing policies. In addition to the potential undermining
of fair housing legislation, we will also likely see massive cuts to federal
housing programs under Donald Trump’s administration. The proposed
budget for HUD, released in March of 2017, includes total elimination
of affordable housing programs such as the Community Development
Block Grant program, HOME Investment Partnerships program,
Choice Neighborhoods, and the Self-help Homeownership Opportunity
Program.12 The Big Lie does not only attack fair housing legislation like
the CRA, but any federal government program that helps low-income
people attain housing.
If the true causes of the 2008 financial crisis are not acknowledged
by the incoming administration, it is not unreasonable to predict that
another crisis will come soon. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act signed into effect by President Barack
Obama in 2010 was significantly weakened by the influence of Wall
Street lobbyists, and continues to wither. Donald Trump is set to
institutionalize the influence of these lobbyists more than ever, despite
his claims to “drain the swamp,” as he appoints the wealthiest cabinet in
U.S. history, comprised of multiple billionaires and former investment
bank executives. Meanwhile, housing prices have risen to levels not seen
since the peak of the housing bubble in 2006, and household debt and
income inequality also continue to climb. As long as the myths about the
2008 financial crisis persist, we will not be able to work seriously and
intelligently to prevent another one.
The myth of the Big Lie is harmful not only to the economy, but also
to America’s aspirations toward racial and social justice. To argue that
the culprits of the financial crisis are governmental initiatives to expand
homeownership to people of color after decades of redlining and other
discriminatory practices is a deliberate sleight of hand meant to distract
the American public from the very real and pervasive racial injustices
today - that predatory lending in communities of color continues, and
the dramatic loss of wealth experienced disproportionately by people of
color as a result of the 2008 financial crisis. Overall, as long as the Big
Lie does not die, we as Americans will not be able to make progress in

GOWANUS
and an open sewer. “The stench is perfectly awful,” he explained. “All
that part of the city is affected with malarial troubles.”26 The agreement
throughout Brooklyn at the time was a need for dredging or removal of
the raw sewage from the canal. However, no ideas for cleaning the canal
came to fruition yet. “The dredge cannot be used successfully as the filth
slides from the shovel back into the water as soon as it is displaced. In my
opinion, the Bond Street sewer should be carried through to the foot of
Wolcott Street, East River.”27 Dr. Crane’s response illustrates the complete

misunderstanding of the issue during this time period: The assumption that
redirecting the sewage into a different water body would have ultimately
solved the problem was wholly wrong, but it seemed that nobody could
suggest a more feasible plan.
A resident by the name of Mr. Bergen, however, seemed to have more
of a grasp on the issue than most. The Eagle described that during high
tide, the mouth of the sewer would become completely covered by the
canal. This caused the dirty water to enter the sewer and backup into
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surrounding residents’ drains. Considering the filth of the the stagnant
water throughout the canal, drain backup was yet another nuisance in the
Gowanus neighborhood. The backup water was muddy and greasy, with a
sickening stench.28 “The present underground sewers are too small for the
passage of water during severe storms,” Mr. Bergen noted. Disagreeing
with Dr. Crane’s suggestion to extend the Bond Street sewer to the
East River, explained that the project would not only be expensive, but
additionally would not have the desired effect. He suggested, in contrast,
that the canal be completely filled in below Third Street.29 A project like
this would have turned the canal into a closed sewer, perhaps alleviating
the neighborhood and surrounding land from the symptoms of an abused
waterway. These were just some of the slew of early suggestions on how to
solve the nuisance of Gowanus.

LITCHFIELD’S CANAL
While all of the drama from the sewers ensued, Litchfield was busy
developing his new brainchild, the Brooklyn Improvement Company
(BIC). Founded in 1866, the BIC was a new investment created to focus
Litchfield’s attention on developing Brooklyn further through Industrial
Revolution. Litchfield began constructing bridges, docks, and wharves
along the canal as a way to attract more commerce and production. His
vision for an industry-laden corridor essentially ignored the fact that the
canal was, at this point, an open sewer. And so, factories that burned coal
for gas production began to sprout up along the corridor. The improper
disposal of coal added more pollution to the mix of sewer water. But
Litchfield was adamant about the canal being an important source of
commerce for the city.30
Soon after Litchfield’s company gained traction, the City founded
the Gowanus Canal Improvement Commission with goals similar to the
BIC. GCIC pushed development of the canal as a full-fledged commercial
corridor, wide enough for larger, modern ships to fit through. The
commission was responsible for ultimately dredging the canal to its final
form based on Richards’ plans a decade earlier and for building docks,
wharves, and sturdy canal walls.31 But before the BIC was able to dredge
the canal to its full capacity, taxpayers in Brooklyn found themselves fed
up with Litchfield.32 This exploded when Litchfield sought to cut through
Third Avenue to continue dredging the canal.
There was so much opposition from the community that the State
Senators, who had initially given him the approval to dredge, revoked his
permissions. However, Litchfield, in the middle of the night, hired a team
of diggers and continued to dig towards Third Avenue. A police officer was
able to stop the commotion, but Litchfield obtained an ex parte injunction
that allowed to him continue digging until a court hearing was ordered the
next day.33
Although the canal was thus completed, the fall of Litchfield was quick
to occur after he had lost the trust of his community and the City. But with
the fall of Litchfield, it seemed nobody had the money or interest to invest
in the canal for many years to come. Meanwhile, the issue of the canal’s
crumbling state of health continued to escalate.

AN OPTIMISTIC SOLUTION
As complaints and health issues reached their peak in 1895, residents
published a “Petition for the Purification of the Gowanus Canal.” A decade

and a half later, after several proposals, petitions, and coalitions were
formed, a similar plan for construction of a flushing tunnel from the East
River to the canal was approved. The tunnel was completed and formally
presented by Mayor William J. Gaynor in the heat of the summer of 1911
on South Brooklyn Day, though it had been up and running for some
time. In addition to the tunnel, a new high-power water system was also
implemented. After only a few days of operation, the New York Times
reported that it had flushed out over 5 times the volume of the canal itself.
The engineers stated that the canal’s appearance looked the same, the water
quality had already significantly increased.34
However, the flushing tunnel only functioned for about 50 years before
the culmination of several malfunctions and glitches led to its demise.
From the 60s until the 90s, the city lacked the funds to fix the pump and
tunnel. And because of liability concerns, companies and organizations had
no interest in investing in the canal.35 For almost 35 years, the Gowanus
Canal was essentially ignored as it continued to be polluted heavily with
combined sewer overflow and chemicals seeping from its foundation.36
During this time, not only did the canal become a bed for an infestation
of bacteria and industrial pollutants, but also, “as legend has, it... [was] a
final resting ground for murder victims.”37 The canal continued to gain a
negative reputation as people began committing suicide by jumping into
the canal, as accidental drownings increased, and as and crime rates rose
throughout the neighborhood.38 Although the construction of Red Hook
Wastewater Treatment Plant was completed in 1987, it was not enough to
cure multiple centuries’ worth of rancid water.39
Finally, in 1999, the flushing tunnel was reactivated, resulting in a
wave of optimism in the surrounding community. One man who owned a
plumbing business next door to the canal exclaimed, “I think this is going
to be the Venice of New York! I’m going to be renting out gondolas every
Sunday afternoon.”40 Unfortunately, the reactivation of the flushing tunnel
only did so much. The tunnel continued to malfunction and the city was
constantly scrambling for funds to fix it. In 2010, the canal was still so
polluted and hazardous that the US Environmental Protection Agency
declared it a Superfund site. The EPA appointed the City of New York and
National Grid, Inc. as the primary responsible parties that were required
to fund the clean up. The clean up will begin in 2016 and will include fully
dredging and capping the canal over an estimated 7 year period.41
THE PIECEMEAL EFFECT
The Gowanus Canal’s long-time negative reputation and foul odor
remain to this day. The canal has suffered from misuse for over three
centuries due to the piecemeal planning process that ultimately developed
the canal as we know it today. It is difficult to put blame on any one cause,
person, or commission that led to this public burden; however, when
comparing cohesive modern plans with the intermittent plans of the
Gowanus Canal, it is clear that the latter’s lack of formality directly resulted
in a lack of policies and laws that might have prevented a portion of the
pollution.
Had these plans been more cohesive and coordinated, perhaps the
canal would have suffered less. But alas, the Gowanus Canal is still home to
remnants of industrial waste that leach into the water from the land around
it. It is also still a regular receiving body for raw, untreated sewage from
Brooklyn’s deficient sewer system.
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